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Abstract
The gap between the way we deal with online data and local data is growing ever
so large. As the web 2.0 steadily continues its evolutionary path into the semantic web, we are growing increasingly accustomed to valuing online data based on
its content. The most noted example of this shift in the way we deal with online data are the growing amount of websites suggesting content to the user based
on their inferred preferences (e.g. Facebook, YouTube). In contrast, this evolution is barely palpable in our local file systems. Where the web has taught us to
value data by its content, our local file systems still hold to the concept of valuation through file locality. Furthermore, the omnipresence of the Internet and
distributed systems has not seeped into mainstream file systems. This forces users
to rely on external applications to engage in data exchange.
Our research hypothesis is that the next generation of file systems to come will
provide users with more expressive means to structure their files, allowing them
to value and browse their files based on how these files relate to each other contentwise. Moreover, these systems will incorporate a fault-tolerant distribution model
allowing users to share data in a straightforward and direct fashion.
This dissertation provides a first step towards the next generation of file systems
through the introduction of GraphFS, a graph based peer-to-peer distributed file
system. GraphFS’ innovation is twofold: first it replaces the traditional tree structure by a graph structure constructed from a user’s metadata. By materialising
nodes as files and edges as the relationships between these files, GraphFS is able
to incorporate a structure allowing multi-dimensional hierarchies. In doing so,
GraphFS is able to exploit file relationships to optimise data storage in the context of graph-based systems. A second innovative facet of GraphFS is its novel
distribution model, called the federated graph space. This model allows GraphFS
to stretch its semantic functionality over the boundary of isolated devices while
maintaining fault-tolerant sharing of files in a decentralised context.
In order to validate our approach, we present a proof-of-concept application built
atop GraphFS, called BrowseIt!, to demonstrate both its stand-alone and distributed qualities for users and programmers. Furthermore we conducted benchmarks in order to empirically confirm the claims made vis-à-vis GraphFS’ data
storage optimisation.
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Samenvatting
Het verschil tussen de manier waarmee we omgaan met online data en de manier
waarmee we omgaan met lokale data groeit exponentieel. Terwijl het web 2.0
gestaagd verder evolueert naar het semantisch web worden we gewend om online
data te valueren op basis van inhoud. Een voorbeeld van deze manier om data
te valueren zijn het groeiende aantal websites die data suggereren aan gebruikers,
gebaseerd op een schatting haar/zijn voorkeuren (b.v. Facebook, YouTube). Deze
evolutie is nauwelijks voelbaar in onze lokale file systemen. Terwijl we op het web
data valueren op basis van inhoud blijven onze lokale file systemen vasthouden
aan het valueren van data op basis van lokaliteit. Verder heeft de alomtegenwoordigheid van het Internet zich not niet gemanifesteerd in traditionele file systemen. Dit dwingt gebruikers tot het gebruiken van externe applicaties om data te
delen.
Onze onderzoekshypothese is dat de volgende generatie van file systemen expressieve constructies zal aanbieden aan gebruikers, met als doel hen op een intutieve manier hun data te laten structuren en hen door deze data te navigeren.
Deze expressieve constructies zullen gebaseerd zijn op de manier waarop files
met elkaar gerelateerd zijn op het vlak van inhoud. Verder zullen deze systemen fouttolerante distributie modellen incorporeren die de gebruikers in staat zal
stellen om files te delen op een gebruiksvriendelijke manier.
Deze dissertatie voorziet een eerste stap naar de volgende generatie van file systemen door de introductie van GraphFS, een graf gebaseerde gedistribueerde gebruikertot-gebruiker file systeem. GraphFS innoveert op twee manieren: ten eerste wordt
traditionele boom structuur van file systemen vervangen door een graf structuur
bestaande uit de metadata van de gebruiker. Door files voor te stellen als knopen
en de relatie tussen deze files als zijden, slaagt GraphFS er in om een multidimensionale hirarchien te incorporeren. Door dit te doen kan GraphFS de relaties
tussen de files gebruiken om het opslaan van data in een graf context te optimaliseren. Ten tweede innoveerd GraphFS door het gebruik van een nieuw distributie
model,de gefedereerde graf ruimte. Dit model laat GraphFS toe om de relaties
tussen files over de limieten van individuele apparaten te tillen en tegelijk fouttolerantie te handhaven in een gedecentraliseerde context.
Om onze aanpak te valideren leggen we een voorbeeld applicatie voor, genaamd
BrowseIt!, die bovenop GraphFS gebouwd is. BrowseIt! demonstreert zowel
de alleenstaande als gedistribueerde kwaliteiten van GraphFS, dit zowel op gebruikers niveau als op programmeur niveau. Verder hebben we een vergelijkend
2

onderzoek gehouden om empirisch de bewering, die gemaakt werden omtrent de
opslag optimalisaties van GraphFS, te bewijzen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
From a user’s point of view, the evolution of personal computing seems to have excluded one if its vital parts, namely the file system. Although over the decades advances have been made with regard to usability (e.g. searching features) and efficiency (e.g. storage optimisation), at their cores file system remain tree-structured
stand-alone applications.
The recent advances in web and semantic technology have made this perpetuity
painfully clear. We are increasingly becoming accustomed to evaluating online
data based on its content. For example, when searching the web for information it
seems natural to declare the content of the sought-after information rather than its
form or locality. In contrast, when dealing with locally stored data we mostly content ourself by valuing files based on where they are stored rather than what they
contain. Furthermore, as we grow ever accustomed to application providing distributed functionality, mainstream file systems offer a surprisingly feeble amount
of distributed functionality. Concretely, software innovations that have brought
forth a change in the way we view and treat data online have hardly influences the
way we view and treat data locally.
We believe that, in the near future, file systems will undergo an evolution similar
to the one underwent by the web (i.e. web 2.0 and 3.0). In these next-generation
file systems data will no longer be valued by locality but by its content or semantic
value. Furthermore, as is the case for the web, these file systems will suggest data
of interest to the user and allow to users to share this data with peers in a straightforward fashion.
Although attempts at novel file system have been undertaken the solution put forth
in these next-generation file systems, such as the system described in (Bloehdorn,
Görlitz, Schenk, Völkel, et al., 2006; Schenk, Görlitz, & Staab, 2006) and (Gifford,
Jouvelot, Sheldon, & O’Toole, 1991), are superficial in nature. In short, these recently developed systems fail to truly deliver a completely semantic file system.
Instead, an underlying tree-structured file systems is used as foundation for a se13

mantic sugarcoat. These approaches inherit the limitations of a tree-structure, disabling them to exploit semantic data to improve storage performance. We believe
that introducing data semantics into a file system requires an overhaul of the underlying structure, which entails stepping away from the traditional tree-structure.
This dissertation introduces GraphFS a novel file system which incorporates two
innovative facets . Firstly GraphFS is a graph-based file system, allowing users
to semantically structure the data comprised in their system. Secondly GraphFS
employs a novel distribution model , the federated graph space, which dissolves
the distinction between offline and online semantics and allows GraphFS to share
files between devices in a peer-to-peer fashion.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: we first sketch the research conducted for this dissertation in the light of the different relevant research fields, after
which we discuss the problem statement motivated by an example. Subsequently
we present a set of research questions and reveal the concrete contributions that
the research conducted in the context of this dissertation has brought forth.

1.1

Research Context

This section summarily introduce the research fields related to the research conducted during this dissertation, namely: file systems, semantic data and distributed
systems .

File Systems File systems have been subject to a wide range research studying
different aspects including: fault-tolerance, usability, distribution, performance
and data-deduplication. The research conducted in the context of this dissertation is situated in the performance, usability and distribution fields. More precisely, GraphFS strives to empower users with extensive constructs to structure
their data and exploit this structure to efficiently persist the user’s data. Furthermore, GraphFS is situated in the distribution field through the introduction of its
distribution model: the federated graph space.
Semantic Data The research field dedicated to semantic data usually focuses
on the integration of the semantic data in the web, through technology such as the
resource description framework (Candan, Liu, & Suvarna, 2001). Although the
research conducted in this dissertation is not situated in a web-context, GraphFS’
way of dealing with semantic data is inspired by the way semantic data is handled
on the web. On the web, using the resource description framework in particular,
the relations between data are materialised by using a graph structure which is
also the case for GraphFS.
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Distributed Systems The term ambient-oriented languages, which was first
coined at the Software Languages lab of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, is used
to describe languages designed to facilitate programming applications in the context of mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETS) (Murphy, Roman, & Varghese, 1998).
As the storage space on mobile devices grows and the omnipresence of networking capabilities increase we believe that the next generation of file systems will
need to function in mobile environments, more precisely they will need to function
within MANETS.

1.2

Current Solutions

We now elaborate on the problems tackled in this work by the use of a motivating
example. Consider the scenario where a user stores a multitude of pictures in a
traditional file system (.e.g. FAT32, NTFS, HFS+, etc.) on her laptop. These
pictures belong to different categories (e.g. family pictures, sports pictures of
herself). This scenario is depicted in Figure1.1.

Figure 1.1: Overview of the user’s file system
Say that our user is feeling narcissistic and wants to put together a collage
of herself playing sports. She runs through his systems and starts opening the
pictures residing in the me folder containing pictures of herself doing sports. After several hours of hard collage-work she is finally finished, but by accidentally
opening up the family folder she notices that there are several pictures of herself
playing sports with her family of which she ignored the existence. This discovery
will force her to re-do a large amount of the collage.
15

This trivial example showcases the issue with the current approach taken by mainstream file systems, namely their lack of expressiveness when it comes to classifying files. By only providing the folder/sub-folder structure to classify files,
traditional file systems only allow for two-dimensional intra-folder relationships
between files.
In order for our user to avoid the collage fiasco, she would have needed the ability to declare inter-folder relationships. This means she should be able to relate
pictures of herself playing sports with her family with pictures of herself playing
sports alone. Since tree-structured systems do not offer inter-folder relationships
our collage-making user has two options to alleviate this problem. The first solution (shown in Figure1.2 (a)) consists in creating a new folder containing the
pictures where she plays sports with her family. Although this solves the problem, this solution does not scale since duplication of files is introduced for each
new category. For instance, if our user wants to find pictures taken of herself and
her sister this would require the creation of yet another folder. The second solution
(shown in Figure1.2 (b)) relies on a construct commonly known as symbolic links
in UNIX-based systems or shortcuts in NTFS/FAT systems. It allows our user to
put a link from the me folder to pictures of herself playing sports with her family
(and vice versa) without actually having to duplicate data. However, as was the
case for solution (a) this does not scale, as it forces our user to create a symbolic
link or shortcut for every file needing an inter-folder relationship to another file.

Figure 1.2: Solving the inter-folder relationship problem by creating a new folder
(a) or adding symbolic links (b)
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In order for our collage-making user to be able to let her creativeness flow
without having to deal with the burden of extensively searching for related material we thus need to provide her with a structure which better suits her needs.
Our collage-making user could have benefited greatly from a system which would
have given her all related pictures at the moment she opened up the first picture
of herself playing sports. One could suggest to add meta-data functionality on
top of an existing system, which would allow for YouTube-like behaviour. For
instance, Mac’s OS X operating system enables users to associate meta-data with
files (A. Singh, 2006) by means of tagging. The users are then able to employ this
meta-data through the spotlight application which allows them to search based on
these tags. However, as explained in Chapter 4, current file systems do not exploit
this new organisation of data on a storage-level.
Moreover, with the coming of the semantic web users are becoming increasingly
familiar with computers telling them what they might be interested in. Depending
on the video you are currently watching, YouTube suggests you what you might
want to see next, while reading a news article the news site offers you related news
or previous articles about that subject, etc.

1.3

A Graph-Based Approach

In order for a file system to answer to the data needs of the 21st century users,
it needs to evolve semantically as well as. The changes in semantics follow directly from our motivating example, users need more expressiveness regarding
data classification. Such a next-generation file system needs to provide datahierarchy through semantics as opposed to data-hierarchy through locality. This
shift in expressiveness calls for an underlying data structure exhibiting inherent
multi-dimensionality.
The traditional file systems we use now were once the result of a similar shift.
Before the introduction of the folder/sub-folder construct, files were simply kept
in a flat hierarchy. A rapid increase in disk size engendered a need for more expressiveness when it comes to file classification.
In this dissertation we propose to shift the tree structure, traditionally employed
by file systems, to a graph structure which not only allows to organise files based
on their semantics value but also allows to efficiently store these files according
to the interplaying relationships between the files.
We thus propose a generalisation of the tree-structure as a solution to the semantic shift by modelling the file system as a graph. One can consider a tree to be a
degenerated graph in which for any two vertices only a single path can be found.
Figure 1.3 shows the evolution in structural generalisation put in the context of
our running example, starting from a flat structure and ending in a graph struc17

ture. Before tree-structured systems our collage making user would have had all
his files in the same folder. After the shift towards tree structured systems she
would have had the, albeit restrained, ability to structure her data. Finally, the
graph structured system provides her with intuitive, multi-dimensional, ways to
structure data without requiring file duplication.

Figure 1.3: Structural evolution of file systems: flat structure (a), tree structure (b)
and graph structure (c)

In GraphFS files are represented as nodes, as shown in Figure 1.3. Consequently the relationships between files are expressed as the edges connecting the
nodes. This model becomes clear in the context of our running example. All family pictures are inter-related, as well as all pictures of the user herself. However,
employing GraphFS the user can declare that the picture of her playing sports
alone and the picture of her playing sports with her family are related.
GraphFS’ structural model thus effectively solve the problem our collage-making
18

user had with her tree-structure system. When she is making her collage, the
current picture she is using for her collage automatically points to every other
semantically related file. Using the underlying graph structure continuing her collage with a related image is simply translated to walking an edge towards another
file (i.e. file).

1.3.1

Graph-Based System Representation

In GraphFS, browsing through a system is no longer done by going up and down
a folder hierarchy, but rather by following links to related files. These links are
inherent to GraphFS structure and thus do not need any human intervention for
creation and maintenance. However, the question remains how GraphFS is able
to infer the semantic value of a given file.
At file creation a GraphFS user specifies a number of tags which will be associated
to the newly created file. These tags declare what semantic value a file has. For
instance, in our motivating example the user can tag the file MeSports.jpg with
(#me, #sports, #surfing). These tags enable GraphFS to compare the semantic
value of MeSports.jpg with the semantic value of other files by comparing tags.
By deriving relationships between files through tag comparison, GraphFS is able
to also determine the weight of such a relationships (i.e. a relationship is said to
be heavier if two files have more tags in common). The more tags two files have
in common, the more they are said to semantically related. The use of tags and
the accompanying derivation of semantic relatedness are exemplified in Figure1.4.
The initial system’s status is depicted in Figure1.4 (a). The weight attributed to
the edges indicates the level of semantic relatedness. Figure1.4 (b) depicts the
situation after the addition of MeSports.jpg.
A system that only considers tag equality as a mean of semantic relatedness
may be too limited. For instance, our collage making user has a lot of pictures
tagged with #Surfing but she also has pictures tagged with #WaterSports and
would like to make a collage of herself performing all kinds of different aquatic
sports. If the system only allows semantic relatedness through tag equality, she
would never obtain #Surfing pictures as related files to #WaterSports pictures, this
situation is depicted in Figure 1.5 (a).
In order to alleviate this problem and provide a more flexible semantic system for
the user, GraphFS introduces the novel concept of tag rules. Using tag rules users
can define, on a tag level, which tags should be considered as being semantically
equal. Concretely, a tag rules is a binary relationship between tags t1 and t2 which
enforces the system to perceive every file tagged by t1 to be semantically related
to every other file tagged by t2 . The use of tag rules is exemplified with the scenario depicted in Figure1.5 and Figure 1.6. Figure1.5 depicts the system’s state
before the addition of rules, since the tag #WaterSports and the tag #Surfing are
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Figure 1.4: A GraphFS system representation before (a) and after (b) file addition

not equal the corresponding tagged files are not considered as related. However,
as shown in Figure1.6, after specifying that both tags are actually equal the system
now considers all #WaterSport tagged files as related to all #Surfing tagged files.
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Figure 1.5: A GraphFS system representation before tag rule addition

Figure 1.6: A GraphFS system representation after tag rule addition
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One could consider more complex rules. For instance, t1 is to be considered
equal to t2 only if the file tagged with t2 is also tagged with t3 . This would allow
users to express more complex semantic relationships.
Besides allowing users to specify relationships between files, GraphFS’ tag system also allows for sharing of semantic data. As shown by (Golder & Huberman,
2006; Halpin, Robu, & Shepherd, 2007; Macgregor & McCulloch, 2006) collaborative tagging systems are a valid solution to achieve semantic consensus amongst
distributed peers over a set of data. While this is certainly true for systems which
explicitly enforce a finite vocabulary to describe data (Lancaster, Association, et
al., 1991), collaborative tagging systems are able to achieve consensus amongst
peers while allowing for an infinite vocabulary set (i.e. through the means of
user-defined tags) (Macgregor & McCulloch, 2006).

1.3.2

Optimising Data Locality

Moving from a tree-based hierarchy to a graph-based hierarchy begets a revision
of the way files are persisted on physical storage. A decisive factor in determining the efficiency of the serialisation of a file structure onto physical storage is
the degree of seek latency upon accessing the serialised data (Trivedi, Wagner, &
Sigmon, 1980),.
Sequentially accessing data which resides in continuous blocks on-disk engenders
a low seek latency, since the drive’s reading head has to perform less movement
upon reading in the data. Traditional file systems strive to minimise this seek latency by allocating contiguous blocks for the data comprising a single file. However, since traditional file systems do not have a notion of relationships between
files, allocating contiguous blocks for related files is not considered as a strategy
to improve performance.
Employing a graph-based hierarchy allows us to consider inter-file relationships
when serialising data. Since the underlying graph structure enables us to determine the relationships between files, this in turn can directly be translated to the
order in which the files should appear on-disk. For instance, consider the example
depicted in Figure 1.7. (a) depicts the graph representation of the data comprising the system, where each node is considered a file and the edges indicate relationships between said files. The weight appropriated to each edge indicates the
number of relationships between two files (i.e. the degree of relatedness). Figure
1.7 (b) shows a possible serialisation of this graph which strives to group together
related files as closely as possible to minimise seek latency.
Based on the premise that related files are more likely to be read sequentially,
the graph materialising a file system’s hierarchy can be considered as a roadmap to
minimise seek latency. Although the serialisation shown in Figure 1.7 is optimal,
adding an element to the graph could possibly cause the newly added element to
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Figure 1.7: Translating file relatedness to serialisation order

move to the front of the serialisation. This may result in a system-wide displacement of every file on-disk, which is an unacceptable inefficiency. We further argue
in Chapter 4 that serialising the graph hierarchy requires a fine balance between
optimality and flexibility.

1.3.3

Distributing the File System

Besides exhibiting attractive properties with regard to the multi-dimensional classification of files, choosing for a graph-structured system also exhibits attractive
distributed properties. Concretely, a graph structure has two main advantages over
a tree structure when it comes to distribution.
First, graphs are inherently more error-prone than trees are (K. Gummadi et al.,
2003). Trees enforce more rigid constraints than graphs do, which is vital when
it comes to fault-tolerance in a distributed context. These constraints entail that
loss of information while distributing a tree could substantially provoke bigger
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data-loss than is the case for a graph. For instance, consider the scenario depicted
in Figure1.8 which shows the impact of data-loss on a tree structure (a) and a
graph structure (b). The constraints inherent to trees entail that the loss of a folder
engenders a snowballing effect leading to the loss of all data local to said folder.
While losing a node in a graph has a lesser impact, the only loss of data is the
node itself and the connecting edges, the graph as a whole remains intact. Moreover, Especially in the context of MANETS, where communication-related errors
are the rule rather than the exception, the fault-tolerance of graphs proves to be a
substantial advantage over trees.

Figure 1.8: Data-loss during communication with a tree structure (a) versus a
graph structure (b)

The second advantage that graphs have over trees is that it facilitates the understanding of metadata of shared files. When users exchange and inspect each
other’s files in a tree based system, one must first understand the structure of the
foreign file system to search and find a file. Since this structure is based on the
peer’s view of his own data this task can become tedious. Furthermore, exchanging data means that the foreign data needs to be fitted inside the local structure.
This can become a problem if, for instance, the users exchanging data employ a
different nomenclature for their files. This inadequacy of trees is exemplified, in
the context of our running, in Figure1.9 (a). There are no clear semantics on how
to merge two trees who will almost certainly be structured differently. This forces
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users of tree-structured distributed file systems to manually merge both trees when
exchanging data (i.e. they have to run through the foreign tree themselves).
Figure1.9 (b), shows a graph-based representation of such a merge. Assume a
system where files are related by their semantic value. Upon distribution data exchange can happen automatically, since the foreign graph can simply be merged
with the local graph. Since files are related via semantics rather than by locality,
foreign files can simply be added to a local system without user intervention by
merging the two graphs.

Figure 1.9: Exchanging tree-structured information in a distributed context (a)
versus exchanging graph-structured information in a distributed context (b)

As detailed in Chapter 5, our approach exploits the federated graph space in
order to allow peers to interact with a graph comprising every individual peer’s
data. By employing such a model, GraphFS is not only able to decouple peers
from each other (since communication no longer happens directly) but also allows
for a seamless integration of offline and online semantics.
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1.4

Research Questions

As previously explained, extending the expressiveness of current file systems can
be done by generalising the traditional tree-structure to a graph-structure. By exploiting the innate multi-dimensionality of a graph, graph-based file systems can
offer the same expressiveness as tree-based file system while empowering users
and system programmers with additional constructs to shape file hierarchy.
This however encompasses a number of research questions. First, how does one
generalise the traditional tree structure to a graph structure while maintaining an
intuitive file system. File system functionality in the context of trees is straightforward: nodes are folders and leafs are files. The constructs provided to introduce
hierarchy are the addition of nodes, and browsing this hierarchy (achieved by
either ascending or descending in the tree). How such intuitive file system functionality can be maintained when employing a graph-based context is not trivial.
The absence of nodes and leafs begets a novel approach for the classification of
data as well as for the browsing through that data.
Second, forsaking the tree structure for a graph structure complicates the mapping
from in-memory hierarchy to on-disk data. In contrast with two-dimensional trees,
multi-dimensional graphs offer the possibility to not only provide data locality on
a per-file level (i.e. optimising the on-disk locality of a single file’s blocks) but
also optimise inter-file data locality. By respecting the in-graph position of nodes
on-disk the file system can minimise seek latency when browsing through related
files.
Finally, distributing such a graph-based semantic file system in the context of
MANET’s calls for a novel fault-tolerant approach. We therefore introduce the
federated graph space, a novel model which allows for indirect peer-to-peer communication and data sharing based on semantic file value.
In summary, this dissertation puts forward the following research questions:
RQ. 1 In the context of a graph-based file system, how do we not only maintain
but also improve on traditional file system functionality ?
RQ. 2 Given a graph comprised of a system’s data, how does one efficiently serialise said graph by translating in-graph locality to on-disk locality ?
RQ. 3 How can we provide highly fault-tolerant distributed functionality in the
context of MANET’s, while maintaining transparency towards the user.

1.5

Contributions

The main goal of this dissertation is to design and implement a peer-to-peer distributed graph-based file system. We propose GraphFS a novel full-fledges file
26

system as a result of the work performed in the context of this dissertation. We
now detail the major contributions of this thesis to their respective fields:
A Graph-Based File System In the context of file system we propose a novel
full-fledged file system which improves the expressiveness with regard to file organisation by replacing the traditional tree-structure by a graph. In doing so the
system achieves data hierarchy through the semantic value of files, as opposed to
data hierarchy through file locality as is the case in traditional systems.
Furthermore, the system provides an flexible tagging system allowing users to
specify the semantic value of individual files. As a result users can browse their
files based on high-level information they have specified, instead of low-level information stored within the system. The specificities of this system are detailed in
Chapter 3.
Graph Serialisation Through Force-Directed Layout Within the field of data
storage performance, we provide a novel serialisation algorithm which is able to
translate high-level relationships between files to low-level on-disk data locality.
The details of this approach are discussed in Chapter 4
The Federated Graph Space In the context of distributed file systems we propose a novel distribution which allow sharing of data between peers. This model,
called the federated graph space, decouples peers from each other by steering
interaction through a virtual graph comprising the data collected from individual peers. This approach blurs the line between offline and online semantics,
engendering a system which fully incorporates distribution in its workings. The
federated graph space is detailed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Literature Study
In order to fully grasp the complexities associated with the design and implementation of file systems and to properly argument the choices made during the design
and implementation of GraphFS, we conducted a literature study overviewing existing file systems relevant to this dissertation.
We start with a short introduction, in Section 2.1, to the basics of file systems in the
form of a discussion on low-level disk management after which one of the more
rudimentary file systems, FAT16, is discussed. This introduction is fundamental
to comprehending the issues faced during the research conducted in the context
of GraphFS. Afterwards we give an overview of file systems providing semantic
functionality, detailing each system’s approach and comparing it to its equivalent
in GraphFS (see Section 2.2). Section 2.3 includes an overview of relevant graph
database technology, since these graph databases share a common problem with
GraphFS, namely the efficient serialisation of a graph structures. Finally, our literature study is completed with a small survey on distributed file systems in Section
2.4, for which each distribution model will be evaluated in the context of GraphFS
distributed needs.

2.1

Low-Level Disk Management

File system in general have two major purposes: structuring data in a coherent
fashion and allowing efficient access to data. The first purpose is traditionally
achieved by offering system users a tree structure through which they can structure their data and navigate through it. In order to understand the techniques used
to achieve the second purpose one must first know how the data is stored on physical hard drives.
Figure2.1 is a conceptual depiction of a single disk within a hard drive. Organisationalwise one can divide a disk into two units of data. The larger units, called tracks
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are indicated by the red zone on Figure2.1, are concentric circles on the disk containing data. The smallest units, called sectors are indicated by the green zone
on Figure2.1, are the smallest part with which a drive can divide a track. Consequently, sectors are the smallest amount of data on a single track that the drive’s
read-head can read consecutively.
However, file systems operate on blocks of multiple sectors for reasons of effi-

Figure 2.1: Hard drive internals

ciency and ease-of-use. These blocks, also called chunks, clusters or allocations
blocks, thus form a third unit of data which is not manifested physically but logically. Typically upon formatting a hard drive one can choose the size of the block
unit.
The second purpose of a file system (i.e. efficient data access) is achieved by finding an on-disk layout for the data which optimises reading. For instance, let us
assume that one wants to write a file f to a hard drive. This file f has a size of
1024 Bytes (i.e. two sectors large), for simplicity we assume that the hard drive
has been formatted using block size = sector size = 512 Bytes. A possible mapping of the file’s data block onto the hard drive is depicted in Figure2.2. However,
this mapping is far from optimal because it does not take seek latency into consideration (Trivedi et al., 1980). Indeed, when reading in f the hard drive has to move
its head almost around the entire disk to reach each sector. A better mapping for
f would be to keep the two blocks comprising f next to each other on-disk. An
actual mapping for f would be more complicated than that, since one also has to
take rotationally optimal positions. Although one can conceptually view the reading of data from a disk as a sequence of distinct actions on behalf of the reading
head, in reality the disk spins underneath the reading head in a constant fashion.
This entails that, when computing an optimal mapping for system data, one needs
to take into account the spinning velocity of the disk. However, discussing this in
detail would lead us outside the scope of this dissertation, we will thus relax the
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Figure 2.2: Inefficiently memory mapping of a file

problem of rotationally optimal positions by only considering spatially optimal
positions.
One can employ two methods in order to efficiently store data on a hard drive. The
first method was given in our example, namely minimising seek latency by maintaining high on-disk locality (Trivedi et al., 1980). The second method extends
the first one by grouping related information together (Nevalainen & Vesterinen,
1977), for instance by grouping files residing in the same folder together on disk.
Although the latter mentioned method improves seek latency, its impact in traditional file systems is minimal. The reason being that traditional file systems are inadequate to determine extensively what the relations between files are. GraphFS,
on the other hand, is able to determine these inter-file relations trivially since these
are captured within the graph-hierarchy itself. In order to improve seek latency in
GraphFS we thus focused on optimising seek latency through the on-disk grouping of related information.
Before discussing novel file systems and their specificities we first detail the traditional FAT file systems which provide crucial insights in the basics of file systems.

2.1.1

FAT Family

The family of FAT-based file systems is comprised of the FAT8, FAT12, FAT16
and FAT32 systems, FAT16 and FAT32 being systems that one could still regularly
encounter. We will focus on the FAT16 (Microsoft Extensible Firmware Initiative
FAT32 File System Specification, rev.1.03, 2000) system which will enable readers
to grasp the major concepts behind all systems in the FAT family.
The systems in the FAT family are named after their main component: the file
allocation table. A generic layout of a FAT16 volume (i.e. a hard drive formatted
using FAT16) is depicted in Figure2.3.
The boot block contains volume meta-data such as the size of the disk, the size
of each block, etc. The file allocation table (FAT) is used to lookup blocks while
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Figure 2.3: Layout of a FAT-formatted disk

the root directory is used to lookup files. Finally the data area is comprised of
contiguously numbered blocks of data.
The heart of the system , the file allocation table, is a table which has an entry
for each block in the data area (e.g. entry 10 contains information about the tenth
block in the data area). The system is called FAT16 by analogy with the size of
each entry in the FAT, namely 16 Bit. A conceptualisation of the FAT is shown
in Figure 2.4. Each entry contains information about the block in the data area
bearing the same number as the entry. The information contained in each entry is
explained by example later in this section.
One could consider the FAT as a table which creates linked lists out of blocks.

Figure 2.4: A conceptualisation of the FAT table

Namely, the information contained in each entry is the block number of the successive block for the block under consideration.
For example, let us assume that we are searching for the blocks which comprise
the data of file foobar.txt (as depicted in Figure2.5). The root directory tells us
that the first block of data for file foobar.txt is block number 6. We thus read entry
6 in the FAT table which tells us the next block that constitutes foobar.txt’s data,
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namely block 7. We thus continue reading by examining entry 7 of the FAT, which
leads us to block 11. While examining the FAT entry 11 we encounter the stop
mark (i.e. 0xffff or 65535 in decimal). The blocks containing foobar.txt’s data
are thus block 6,7 and 11. Although it would be possible to implement a graph-

Figure 2.5: An example use of the FAT

structured file system atop any member of the FAT-family, offering the semantic
functionality which GraphFS strives to attain, this approach would lack the locality optimisation component offered by GraphFS. Indeed, since FAT does not take
into account the inter-file locality on-disk it would be impossible to enforce this
constraints in the same extend as it is enforced in GraphFS.

2.2

Semantic File Systems

Since the high-level functionality offered by GraphFS is built around the concept
of valuing files based on their semantic value rather than meta-data such as name
or locality within the system’s hierarchy, we provide in this section an overview of
relevant file systems which offer functionality similar to that offered by GraphFS.

2.2.1

OMX-FS

OMX-FS(Rivera & Norrie, 2000) is a distributed multi-user object-oriented file
system designed and implemented at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
(ETH). Its core philosophy is to offer a file system which abstracts from the way
how files are stored on physical storage. Indeed, the interface offered by most file
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systems lies closely to the hardware mapping. The tree-structure for example is a
reification of the on-disk storage structure. Furthermore, OMX-FS offers peer-topeer distribution functionality which seamlessly integrates with stand-alone volumes.
In order to abstract from the hardware mapping OMX-FS strives to offer file system functionality which resembles that of an object-oriented database. Users can
introduce hierarchy in their system through the use of three constructs: types, collections and associations.
Types can be considered as the OMX-FS version of classes in traditional objectoriented programming. A user can define a file to be of a certain type, this type
declares the field and methods required for every file of this particular type. In
terms of object-oriented programming, the general type File would be the class
Object. That is, it states the absolute requirements for every file of type File (e.g.
a field containing the file’s data). A user can then subtype this file type, for instance the type ImageFile which has an additional field containing the preferred
application to view the image.
collections allow users to group together semantically related files. One could for
instance create a collection Family Photos which groups together family pictures.
These collections are far more powerful than the traditional folders found in mainstream file systems. Namely, a file can be part of multiple collections at the same
time. In order to do efficiently the collections do not maintain the actual file, but
rather a pointer to said file. Furthermore, collections can be composed together in
the same way folders can be composed (i.e. hierarchically). The inherent nature of
collections also allows for straightforward searching mechanisms. For instance,
suppose a user defined a collection Family Photos and a collection Holiday Photos. Now suppose this user wants to find all family pictures taken during holidays,
it suffices to take the intersection of the Family Photos and Holiday Photos collections to find the aforementioned pictures.
associations are basically collections containing two files (i.e. binary collections).
One must note, however, that OMX-FS provides backwards compatibility. That
is, it is possible to structure and manipulate files in a fashion similar to the ones
employed by mainstream file systems.
The peer-to-peer distribution allows users to request objects (i.e. files) from other
systems through a combination of Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) and XML.
Although OMX-FS seems to offer solutions to some of the problems detailed in
1.4, for providing users ways to declare semantic dependencies, it differs fundamentally in a couple of aspects vital to GraphFS. Firstly the classification of files
has to be done exhaustively. One cannot declaratively state that a file belongs to
a certain collection, the file has to be added manually. Secondly, the underlying
system on which OMX-FS is build is Oberon(Wirth & Gutknecht, 1992). Oberon
already provides a tree-based file system, used by OMX-FS as a glorified disk
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IO library. This entails that OMX-FS does not perform any optimisation with regards to data-locality of related files. In the context of OMX-FS, related could be
defined as being contained in the same collection.

2.2.2

Semantic File System

The file system proposed by (Gifford et al., 1991) can be considered to add a semantic veneer atop a traditional tree-structured file system. The idea behind the
proposed file system is to offer users more fine grained searching possibilities as
well as a more powerful file system API than is the case for traditional tree-based
file systems.
In order to support backwards compatibility the file system uses NFS’ virtual file
system (VFS) in the background. The semantic veneer atop NFS is achieved by
a construct called file transducers. The transducers offer a way to declare and
retrieve file type specific attributes. For example, one could define a transducer
which turns each word in a text file into an attribute. A more complex example
could be a transducer which applies to Java source code files, where the transducer provides objects and methods as file attributes.
Although the first example is already incorporated in mainstream file systems, that
is one can conduct a search in its file system which will also search text content
for the given keywords, the power of transducers comes from the fact that they
are user-defined.
The idea proposed in (Gifford et al., 1991) heads in the direction taken by GraphFS.
However, we believe that the execution of this idea is to superficial. By only
adding semantic functionality atop a traditional tree-structured file system (i.e.
NFS), one is still bound to the shortcomings of this tree structure (as explained in
Section1.4). We believe that integrating the idea of transducers in a full-fledged
file system (i.e. a file system which is semantic in its core) would have yielded a
more interesting system.

2.2.3

TagFS

TagFS(Bloehdorn et al., 2006; Schenk et al., 2006) is a novel file system which
strives to integrate the way semantic data is stored and processed on the web into
a file system. That is, is stores semantic data in the form of an RDF(Candan et
al., 2001) graph and queries this graph using SPARQL(Quilitz & Leser, 2008)
queries. These technologies have been deliberately chosen with the anticipation
of integrating TagFS with traditional semantic desktop application (e.g. Sesame
Windows Client1 ). A user can construct or grow the RDF graph (i.e. meta-data
1

http://sourceforge.net/projects/sesamewinclient/
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store) by tagging files with certain keywords. For instance, one could tag all images taken during a certain holiday with the tag Summer 2014.
TagFS allows users to utilise this meta-data through the views construct, which
are translated to SPARQL queries in the background. Such a view is the predefined hasTag view which, given a certain tag, returns all files tagged with said tag.
These views allow for functional composition, given the previous example one
could find all images taken during the Summer 2014 holiday which involve surfing by combining the hasTag(Summer2014) view with the hasTag(Surfing) view.
Furthermore, TagFS provides compatibility with legacy file systems by providing traditional operations (e.g. new file, rename file,etc .). Besides exhibiting the
expected legacy behaviour these operations have been lifted to mutate the RDF
graph as well. The legacy behaviour is assured by TagFS’ its use of fuse2 , which
takes care of the communication with the underlying legacy file system (depending on the fuse version this will be the ext2 or ext3 file system).
As is the case for other file systems detailed in this section, the ideas driving
TagFS resemble those driving GraphFS. However, the execution of those ideas are
“merely” semantic sugar coating over existing tree-structured file systems. Even
though TagFS’ authors envision integration of TagFS with the semantic web, the
file system itself does not provide distributed functionality.

2.2.4

Sedar

Sedar(Mahalingam, Tang, & Xu, 2003) is a semantic archiving file system developed at Hewlett-Packard Laboratories. It’s main focus is the retrieval of file version based on semantic information, where traditional archiving file system base
their retrieval solely on data and/or version number. Furthermore Sedar employs a
distributed peer-to-peer storage system build atop CAN(Ratnasamy, Francis, Handley, Karp, & Shenker, 2001).
Concretely Sedar introduces three novel concepts to the field of archiving file systems, all based on semantic meta-data. Firstly it allows users to identify specific
file version based on their associated semantic value. Secondly Sedar enables
users to cluster semantically related files in a straightforward fashion, lastly Sedar
introduces a concept called semantic hashing which is an improvement over traditional hashing functions used for data deduplication (e.g. SHA-1(Eastlake &
Jones, 2001)).
In order to derive semantic information from files, Sedar uses a construct called
extractors. These extractors statistically analyse files and the contained data types
to generate semantic information. Extractors are interfaced, enabling users to define their own and thus fine-tune the analyses in order to fit their archiving needs.
2

http://fuse.sourceforge.net/
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The clustering of semantically related files is achieved by Sedar’s built-in “mini”
query language. For instance, given a file ”MeSurfing.jpg” a user is able to create,
on-the-fly, a semantic directory (i.e. a regular directory created for the purpose of
semantic clustering) containing semantically related files to the aforementioned
one by using the similar to construct. The similarity is determined by the extractors associated with the ”MeSurfing.jpg” file, as stated above.
Traditionally, data deduplication is achieved by content comparison. Although
this content comparison can happen on several different levels (i.e. file-wise,
block-wise, byte-wise) Sedar introduces a novel approach to data deduplication
called semantic hashing. Sedar uses the calculated semantic information by the
extractors to determine the difference between file versions which improves data
consumption.
Sedar’s “automatic” semantic information generation through extractors is definitely an interesting concepts. However, we believe that Sedar does not push the
clustering of semantically related data far enough. Indeed they offer clustering on
a user-level, but on-disk this clustering does not hold. This is partially due to the
limitations imposed by the use of CAN, which main purpose is to offer efficient
indexing (much like a regular hash map does) in a distributed setting.

2.2.5

Hierarchy and Content

Hierarchy and Content (HAC(Gopal, 1997)) is a file system taking a novel approach to the marriage between traditional name-based file access (i.e. through
file paths) and content-based file access (i.e. through semantic information). In
contrast to other file systems HAC does not exclude the name-based access to
benefit the content-based file access, instead HAC offers both mechanism. This
means that if a user chooses so, she can use HAC as a traditional file system. However, HAC provides powerful constructs to perform content-based file access.
HAC employs the same notion of semantic directories as Sedar and the Semantic
File System previously discussed. However, HAC allows for these semantic directories to be treated as “regular” directories. That is, in contrast with Sedar and
the Semantic File System, HAC allows users to perform traditional operations on
these semantic directories (i.e. add files, remove files, etc.). This additional functionality introduced to the semantic directories can possibly generate conflicts.
Indeed, the semantic directories are created by running queries which create and
gather symbol links of files matching the queries criteria. Giving the user the possibility to add files to the created semantic directory means possible adding files
which do not match the criteria of the creating query. HAC deals with these inconsistencies with a custom algorithm which relaxes the consistency requirements
enforced on a semantic directory by the system.
Traditional distributed file systems employ mounting to access remote file sys36

tems. This mounting has the advantage of creating a new name space per mounted
system. Allowing users to easily treat remote files and directories as if they were
local. HAC makes a distinction between this traditional mounting, which they
refer to as syntactic mounting, and a novel approach to mounting called semantic
mounting. Semantic mounting allows users to evaluate query on remote systems,
regardless of the fact that these systems allow for hierarchical organisation of information (e.g. web-based search engines). To achieve this HAC assumes that
the remote system employs a (possibly different) query mechanism. When a user
queries her local HAC system in such a way that a certain remote system r contains results to this query, HAC will contact r and gather the remote query results
employing r’s own query mechanism (provided that r provides an interface to do
this).
Since HAC offers both semantic as well as name-based file lookup it has been
implemented atop a traditional file system, namely SunOS. This entails that, although HAC offers extensive semantic related functionality, at its core it remains
a tree-structured file system. Stepping away from this tree-structure in order to
exploit the locality characteristics of graphs is one of the main goals of GraphFS,
rendering HAC’s view on a semantic file system incompatible with that of GraphFS.

2.2.6

Nebula

Nebula(John, Bowman, & Spasojevic, 1995) is a file system developed at The
Pennsylvania State University which focuses on providing users constructs to facilitate information management, that is searching as well as classifying files. In
order to achieve its goal Nebula provides users with a multitude of functionality
which is based on two core constructs: typed files and views.
Through file types Nebula enables users to declare information about individual
files in the form of attributes. For text-based files the text attribute, for instance,
is a standard attribute containing the file’s actual data . Concretely, Nebula has
its own type system which dictates, for every file type, which attributes a file of
that type should have. The type system further classifies each attribute as either
mandatory, recommended or optional. For instance, Nebula could have a file type
Java source having mandatory attributes name, project, compiler version, code
and recommended attributes methods, classes. However, Nebula also supports
derived attributes, that is attributes which can be automatically be filled in by
Nebula based on other attributes. In the previous example the recommended attributes methods, classes could be derived from the mandatory code attribute.
This additional information can be used to ease two user-level operations: searching and clustering. Through this extra information Nebula allows wider search
criteria, since a user is able to conduct searches based on all possible file attributes, where traditional file systems allow to search on criteria such as: file
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name, creation data or content. This attribute-based searching, called associate
access through descriptive names, allows users to specify multi-attribute search
criteria by using built-in attribute and set operations (e.g. union, greater then).
Nebula also offers users the possibility to define their own operations using a
Scheme-based language.
Clustering information in Nebula is done by employing the views construct. Each
view in Nebula is a file object which has three attributes: constructor, refresh-time
and scope. The constructor attributes holds all references file objects by the view.
The refresh-time allows users to specify the time-interval with which the view
should update the file objects contained in its constructor (i.e. re-run the specified
query). Finally, the scope attribute is used to combine views with each other using
a specialisation/generalisation taxonomy.
Concretely, when clustering files the user is able to create a view (i.e. query the
system) according to criteria based on file attributes. In fact the aforementioned
associate access through descriptive names can be considered as a view which
only contains one file. These views cluster all files answering the declared criteria, and are updated according to the given refresh-time to reflects the view’s latest
state. Furthermore, the user can specialise a view by refining criteria. For example
the user could create a view clustering all Java source files for a given project p,
and then specialise this view to only reflect the files from the general view which
have more than five methods.
Nebula employs what could be called a fairly basic memory mapping for its file
system, it tries to push all content to the front of the hard drive in order to reduce
write-head movement. It does so by using a brute-force algorithm which continuously tries to copy back data to the “front” of the hard-drive. This entails that
Nebula does not employ any kind of data-locality.

2.3

Graph Databases

One could state that a file system is actually a less expressive version of a database.
Indeed, both offer data-storage and query facilities, yet databases offer more expressiveness when it comes to declaring the relationship between data. In traditional relational databases one can, for instance, use foreign keys to specify
data dependencies whereas file systems advocate data relatedness through the
folder/sub-folder constructs. Furthermore, databases allow for complex query
evaluation whereas query possibilities in file systems is restricted.
Given that traditional tree-structured file systems are in fact simplified databases,
one could argue that a graph-based file system, such as GraphFS, would in fact
be nothing more than a simplified graph database. However, there are some key
aspects in which both fundamentally differ. In order to facilitate the highlighting
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of these aspects this section provides a relevant overview of graph databases.
The key differing aspects between graph databases and GraphFS is the way the
data is stored in physical storage. For GraphFS this is explained in Chapter 4. As
for graph stores, they can be classified in three distinct categories (Pacher, Binna,
& Specht, 2011): In-Memory Stores, Relational Triple Stores and Native Triple
Stores. The first category operate completely in memory and thus alleviate the
memory mapping issue, the second category is based on the traditional relational
database model and translates graph data into relational data before mapping it to
physical storage. This transformation into relational data is an innadequate solution for GraphFS locality problem, the reason for this innadequacy is explained in
Section 2.3.2. Finally, stores in the last category implement custom methodologies to map graph data to physical storage. However, these stores have renowned
poor locality performances (Sayed & Almaqrashi, 2014).

2.3.1

In-Memory Stores

BRAHMS BRAHMS (Janik & Kochut, 2005) is an RDF store which aims at
the efficient discovery of semantic associations. RDF statements are triples of
{subject,property,object}, a set of such statements forms an RDF graph. BRAHMS
thus aims at efficiently searching a given RDF graph for possibly indirect connections between subjects. For instance, given that one has an RDF graph expressing
people’s familiarity with each other, BRAHMS could be used to determine if two
persons are familiar through transient friendships (i.e. persons a knows person b
and person b knows person c, thus person a is semantically associated with person
c).
In order to conducts its searches, BRAHMS maintains the entire search space (i.e.
RDF graph) in main memory, while striving to retain enough memory for the actual search. BRAHMS does this in order to avoid reads and writes to physical
storage, which slows down the searching process.
SpiderStore SpiderStore (Binna, Gassler, Zangerle, Pacher, & Specht, 2011) is
another RDF store which doesn’t focus on efficient querying of an RDF graph, but
rather strives to render graph access efficient, like BRAHMS SpiderStore maintains the entire graph in main memory. In order to efficiently query an RDF graph,
one must have efficient access to said graph. Optimising graph access
is usually

done through the use of index mechanism which leads to O log(n) performances
when looking up an edge connecting two nodes (Binna et al., 2011).
SpiderStore improves on this performance complexity of O log(n) by employing a one-on-one mapping from RDF graph to main memory graph which results
in a performance complexity of O 1 to navigate between two nodes via a single
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edge. It maps nodes to absolute addresses in main memory, and models the edges
connecting nodes as points between main memory offsets.

2.3.2

Relational Triple Stores

Jena2 Jena2(Wilkinson, Sayers, Kuno, Reynolds, et al., 2003) is an improved
version of Jena(Carroll et al., 2004), a semantic programming toolkit which provides programmers with RDF graph abstractions for storage and querying. Although Jena, and therefore, Jena2 offer in-memory storage capabilities, we will
focus on its database storage facilities.
Both Jena and Jena2 use a relational database-approach in order to store the RDF
graph. However, they differ in the relational schema used to model the database.
The original Jena has a normalised approach, which consists of storing an RDF
graph using three tables: the statement table, literals table and resource table.
Since the database is normalised and the RDF graph is thus separated into three
tables to avoid redundancy, querying the table to find a certain statement involves
multiple join operations (i.e. over the literals and resource table).
In order to alleviate this issue, Jena2 deliberately sacrifices memory consumption
to increase query speed by only maintaining a single table containing the entire
set of triplets, unless the literal or URI is too large to maintain in the table. In this
case Jena2 resorts back to the additional literal and resource tables introduced by
the original Jena.
Both the original Jena and Jena2 optimise the database schema and its accompanying memory mapping for common patterns. That is, data that is regularly
access in sequence. This can range from certain properties of an RDF subject
which inherently will be accessed sequentially upon querying for this subject, or
data that is regularly accessed by users for some external reason. Jena and Jena2’s
optimisation process (Ding, Wilkinson, Sayers, & Kuno, 2003) seem to solve the
memory mapping faces by GraphFS (see Section1.4). Although the problem is
conceptually the same (i.e. how can one map multi-dimensional data contained
within a graph to a one-dimensional memory while preserving data-locality), its
solution differs radically between Jena/Jena2 and GraphFS. Jena/Jena2 have the
advantage of having well-structured data, this allows them to make assumptions
about their data (i.e. an RDF statement will always be a triplet). The data-locality
optimisation employed by Jena/Jena2 uses static analyses to optimise a database
schema towards data-locality.
However, GraphFS cannot assume any structure with regards to the data it comprises. Nor the data, nor its semantic information, follow any schema. If GraphFS
would employ a data-locality optimisation mechanism similar to that of Jena/Jena2, the optimisation would need to be re-calculated at each new inserted file
which we believe would lead to non-acceptable latency performances.
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2.3.3

Native Triple Stores

Redland Redland (Beckett, 2001) differs from the previously mentioned technology in the functionality it provides. That is, it does not only provide storage
facility for RDF graphs, it allows for the implementation of full-fledged RDF application within its own framework. We, however, focus on Redland’s storage
functionality.
Redland can be considered to be a ”native triple store” under circumstances.
Through its high-modularity, Redland allows for application developers to employ the storage method needed for their application. The default storage method
is based on hashes. Those can either be in-memory hashes, or persistent hashes
(i.e. key/value stores such as the Berkeley DB (Olson, Bostic, & Seltzer, 1999)).
Concretely an RDF statement (which consists of a subject, an object and a predicate) is broken down into three distinct hashes: A hash from subject and predicate
which serves as key for the object, a hash from predicate and object which serves
as key for the subject and a hash from subject and object which serves as key for
predicate.
Sesame Sesame (Broekstra, Kampman, & Harmelen, 2002) is an RDF storage
and querying framework which strives to provide users a framework as generic
as possible. Although Sesame’s offers a generic solution to a lot of RDF-related
problems, we will focus on its Repository Abstraction Layer (RAL).
This layer strives to abstract Sesame’s functionality from any specific database
management system (DBMS). Furthermore, Sesame allows for stacking multiple
Repository Abstraction Layer on top of each other. Using this one could, for
instance, implement caching behaviour without affecting the rest of the system.
One could state that Sesame is a generalisation of all aforementioned technology.
Indeed, using Sesame any and all of the above behaviour could be implemented
using Sesame’s Repository Abstraction Layer.

2.4

Distributed File System

This section contains an overview of relevant distributed file systems, which contains both peer-to-peer systems (e.g. ZFS) as well as centralised systems (e.g.
GFS) for the sake of completeness. Furthermore, the detailing of each system
is followed by a discussion which puts the employed distribution model in the
context of GraphFS.
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2.4.1

Google File System (GFS)

The Google File System (Ghemawat, Gobioff, & Leung, 2003), GFS in short, is
a custom-made file system developed and used exclusively by and at Google. It’s
custom-made in the sense that it was tailored to fit Google’s data-needs. These
needs can be summarised in three high-level requirements. The first requirement
for GFS is that it has to operate within a highly distributed environment which has
as consequence that GFS needs to provide fault tolerance, the latter being requirement two. Finally, since GFS is used by a wide range of departments within the
Google enterprise , and files are thus concurrently accessed by a high number of
clients, GFS needs to provide guarantees with regards to data consistency.
In order to distribute GFS over a vast amount of clients (according to Google
multiple GFS clusters are deployed, the larger ones containing thousands of storage nodes which are accessed by hundreds of clients simultaneously) Google employed an architecture which models a GFS cluster (i.e. GFS instance) with a
master and one or more chunkservers. Clients interact with the cluster by communicating with the master, which in its turn delegates request to chunkservers.
Furthermore the master is responsible for the general orchestration of the system.
However, in order to avoid that the master turns into a bottleneck GFS, only the
chunkservers are involved in the actual reading and writing of data.
GFS assumes that hardware and connectivity errors are the norm rather than the
exception. In order to guarantee fault tolerance it spreads out replicas of chunks
(i.e. pieces of data) over the system, according to a wide range of criteria (e.g.
rack-locality, disk space utilization, etc.). Keeping these replicas synchronised is
achieved by a STM-like algorithm which assigns version numbers to every replicated chunk. By keeping track of the latest encountered chunk versions GFS is
able to detect stale chunk replicas.
GFS provides certain guarantees regarding to data consistency. File creation, for
example, is assured to be atomic by making it the responsibility of the master. Besides a collection of guarantees offered for a range of different functionality, GFS
also offers what could be considered as collaborative editing. That is, it allows
clients through a functionality called record append to collaboratively edit a file.
Do note that this editing has to be appending data to a file, not changing existing
file data (a situation which is assumed to only happen sporadically and therefore
not optimised).
Although GFS offers some interesting distributed functionality (e.g. the collaborative editing of files), its vision is fundamentally different than that of GraphFS.
Firstly the distribution model employed by GFS is centralised through the use of
the master while GraphsFS is based on a peer-to-peer distribution model. Secondly GFS is tree-based, offering data classification through data-locality (i.e.
folders).
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2.4.2

Coda

Coda(Kistler & Satyanarayanan, 1992) is a Unix-based distributed file system designed and implemented at Carnegie Mellon University which continues and improves the work done on the Andrew File System(Campbell, 1998). Coda strives
to maximise the availability of data within a distributed client/server-based system. Clients in Coda can be perceived as being thin, meaning that the server has
the responsibility of storing the files and providing conflict resolution in cases
where multiple clients edit files simultaneously.
Since Coda servers are responsible for file persistence, a client-side disconnection
could lead to isolation. More precisely, the client will be unable to access files in
the system which is considered as zero availability. Availability, in the context of
Coda, can be understood as the work a client can perform on multiple files while
being disconnected to the central server(s).
In order to provide availability during disconnections the developers of Coda noticed that a common technique used for IO optimisation , caching, could also be
used to provide availability. Indeed, during connection a Coda client caches files
which are marked as being of interest in the future by a prediction algorithm.
When the client disconnects it still has access to files which should (depending on
the aforementioned algorithm’s correctness) be useful for the user. The workings
of a Coda client can be represented by the finite state machine depicted in Figure2.6 (Kistler & Satyanarayanan, 1992).
In the Hoarding state a Coda client fills its cache with data which is likely to be
used in the future. In order to determine this Coda employs a prioritised cache
which assign a priority score to a file depending on how likely it will be needed in
the future. The likelihood is, amongst other criteria, calculated by examining the
user’s recent history. A Coda client leaves the Hoarding state upon disconnection.
A disconnection brings a Coda client into the Emulation state. As the name implies, in this state the Coda client will assume the bulk of tasks usually performed
by the server. For instance, during Emulation Coda clients are allowed to make
changes to cached files (a task otherwise entrusted to the server). In cases where
the user tries to access data not stored in the cache (i.e. only available on the
server) an error is thrown.
Besides emulating server activities the Coda client, in Emulation state, will also
keep an extensive log of performed operation during Emulation. This log will be
used as roadmap when the client reconnects to the server.
Upon reconnection to the server, the Coda client enters the Reintegration state. In
this the client shifts back to being a “regular” Coda client. The server will handle
the merging of updates done during disconnection and the current system’s state.
In case of conflicts Coda offers automatic handling as much as possible, reverting
to human interaction where necessary (a system closely related to the merge con43

Figure 2.6: A coda client visualised as a state machine

flict handling in GIT3 .
Coda relies on the Unix file system for the actual file storage on the server. This
is the first reason why the ideas and concepts set forth by Coda cannot be married with the vision we have for GraphFS. Furthermore, the concept of availability
which is the key motivation of Coda is not applicable for a peer-to-peer system
such as GraphFS where all clients are servers and vice versa.

2.4.3

NFS

The Sun Network File System(Sandberg, Golgberg, Kleiman, Walsh, & Lyon,
1988) is a distributed file system developed by Sun. NFS’ main philosophy is
to provide a transparent speed-efficient and fault-tolerant distributed file system
towards users. This transparency is twofold. Firstly NFS is transparent in its distributiveness meaning that a user should not be able to differentiate between a
local file and a remote file. Secondly NFS is able to interoperate atop different
file systems in the same system. That is the system’s clients can unknowingly run
different file systems locally without having to deal with conversions between file
system specificities.
The distributed transparency is achieved by letting users mount a remote server,
once the client mounts a volume, the server’s file appear as local to the user. The
3
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file system transparency is achieved by two indirection layers between NFS and
the local file system called the Virtual File System (VFS) and the vnode. These
two interfaces abstract from general file system behaviour and specific file and
directory behaviour, respectively. NFS is thus able to communicate with a file
system through the VFS and the vnode, provided that the underlying file system
implemented both interfaces.
NFS’ architecture can be decomposed into three parts: the protocol, server-side
and client-side. In order to assure correct communication in a heterogeneous system, the protocol relies on a External Data Representation (XDR)(Srinivasan,
1995). Furthermore the protocol itself is stateless, entailing that the parameters
send to a remote procedure call (RPC) are sufficient to complete the call on the
remove partner (i.e. client or server). This facilitates crash recovery since, for
instance, a client can just re-send requests until an answer is received from the
server without loss of data.
An NFS server is stateless, all data-altering requests are directly translated to external storage. Although this might affect server latency, it eases crash recovery
and thus benefits fault tolerance greatly. An NFS client is able to access, through
the mount operations, the remote files of one or multiple NFS servers. A depiction
of the NFS architecture is shown in Figure2.7.
Although NFS is able to provide fault-tolerance, its distribution model differs

Figure 2.7: NFS architecture

fundamentally from the one employed by GraphFS. First of all the model is designed to let NFS operate in a centralised environment, a feature which contradicts the very nature of the MANETS in which GraphFS operates. Secondly,
although NFS provides transparency between local and remote data, the user still
needs to explicitly mount a remote volume in order to manually access remote
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data. GraphFS strives to provide a more extensive transparency by alleviating this
initial mounting phase, furthermore accessing remote data by manually browsing a peer’s system quickly becomes unmanageable in the context of many-peer
MANET networks.

2.4.4

ZFS

ZFS(Rodeh & Teperman, 2003) is a peer-to-peer distributed file system based on
object stores. ZFS’ two main features are its cooperative cache and distributed
transactions. It mainly focuses on distribution concepts, since the “low level” (i.e.
block allocation, IO, etc.) is handled by the object stores.
ZFS was created with the idea that, with the increasing speed with which we are
able to connect physical devices in distributed networks, it is becoming faster to
access data from the cache of a remote device than accessing data from a local
storage facility. It uses this observance to motivate the concept of cooperative
cache, that is if a ZFS client needs a particular piece of data it will prioritise
fetching this data from a remote cache than from local storage. Conceptually this
behaviour leads to what can be considered as a system wide cache.
In order to assure system-wide data consistency ZFS employs data-leases and distributed transaction. Data-leases can be considered as system-wide locks which
time out after a given expiration date. Since ZFS does not allow cooperative editing of files, all access to a file by a client locks this file with regards to other clients.
To avoid the case where a client acquires a lock for a certain file and then disconnects, rendering the file inaccessible to other clients until the lock-owning client
reconnects, file locks are timed. This entails that clients need to extend leases
regularly to maintain exclusive access to a file, but avoids the aforementioned
case by automatically revoking the lock after a certain amount of time. ZFS’ distributed transaction mechanism assures system-wide atomicity for certain critical
operations (e.g. file renaming) by employing a roll-back/roll-forward mechanism
traditionally employed in STM(Shavit & Touitou, 1995) based systems.
ZFS is unable to answer to the problems tackled by GraphFS. Although the distributed parts of ZFS have clear advantages, the underlying system is still treestructured and does not alleviate the data-locality problems which GraphFS strives
to alleviate.

2.4.5

Hadoop

Hadoop(Shvachko, Kuang, Radia, & Chansler, 2010) is an open-source framework providing big data solutions developed by Apache and written in Java and
C. It provides, amongst other components, a distributed file system (HDFS) and
an implementation of Google’s MapReduce(Dean & Ghemawat, 2008) model.
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Hadoop strives to offer users a highly-distributed reliable file system.
The architecture employed by HDFS to support distribution is comprised of three
main components: a namenode, datanodes and HDFS clients. The namenode is
HFDS’ contact point for client interaction. It serves as a mapping service between
the client and the system’s data. More precisely, it keeps track of the physical addresses of file blocks which are usually replicated over three datanodes. This is
used, for instance, when a client requests reading access to a file, or when a file
wants to create a file in which case the namenode will select three datanodes to
replicate the newly created file’s data.
Hadoop ensures reliability by storing multiple copies of the data over multiple
nodes which not only increases the data transfer bandwith but also maps onto the
MapReduce philosophy. The execution of MapReduce jobs is performed by two
entities within the system: a JobTracker and one or multiple TaskTrackers. The
JobTracker, used as an access point for clients, serves as the job orchestrator. That
is , it splits the original job in sub-jobs and dispatches these sub-jobs to TaskTrackers which perform the actual job. The JobTracker will try to maintain data-locality
by dispatching jobs to TaskTrackers which reside on nodes containing data needed
to complete the job as much as possible.
The philosophy behinds Hadoop’s distribution model is in essence completely
different than the philosophy behind GraphFS’ model. Hadoop is a distributed
file system in the sense that the entire system is conceptualised as one file systems, comprised of multiple isolated stations. However, GraphFS is a distributed
file systems which is aimed at sharing data between peers and which does not consider the individual peer’s systems to be part of a one bigger file system. Hadoop’s
model is thus fundamentally incompatible with GraphFS’ view on distribution.
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Chapter 3
A Graph-Based File System
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter we discuss the workings of GraphFS from two points of view: the
user’s point of view and the programmer’s point of view. The use of GraphFS
from a user’s point of view is detailed through the introduction of BrowseIt!, a
user-level application built atop GraphFS (see Section 3.2). Afterwards we shed
light on GraphFS from a programmer’s perspective by summarily discussing the
implementation of BrowseIt! and by detailing the semantics of various GraphFSoffered functionality (see Section 3.3).

3.2

BrowseIt: GraphFS from an End User’s Perspective

In order to validate GraphFS as a solution to the problems detailed in the running
example (see Section 1.2), we implemented a user-level application atop GraphFS.
The running example expressed the need of our collage-making user for a file system which offered her efficient ways to browse her files in a semantic-based fashion rather than a locality-based fashion. In our user’s particular case this browsing
was aimed at finding particular types of pictures, depending of the main theme of
her collage in-progress.
In order to convince our user that GraphFS offers the kind of functionality desired by our user we thus implemented BrowseIt!. This application built atop
GraphFS provides users the high-level functionality needed to interact with a
GraphFS-formatted volume. Keeping true to the context of our running example, we incorporated a “web-crawler” which downloads images from the popular
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image-sharing website Flickr1 which are used as test-data in our collage scenario.

3.2.1

Using BrowseIt!

A screenshot of the application being used is depicted in Figure. Before providing
the explanation concerning the browsing functionality we first explain the statealtering functionality offered by BrowseIt!. As-in traditional file system browsers,
BrowseIt! allows users to add and remove files. However, when adding a file the
user is required to specify the tags describing said file’s semantic value. The list
of tags available for file description can be expanded (by adding tags) or reduced
at any given time by the user. Upon addition of a file GraphFS ensures that the
required semantic links to other files are updated. Furthermore, the user is able to
add or remove tags to a file’s tag list after creation-time. Again, the changes to
the underlying graph structure of the system after such operations are handled by
GraphFS “behind the scenes”.
Moreover, as explained in Section 1.2, solely relying on file-tagging to express
data semantics is insufficient. BrowseIt! thus allows users to add and remove tag
rules to the system. These tag rules allow for the declaration of semantic equality
between tags, and thus between the files tagged with either one of the tags involved in the rule.
Concretely, the minimal set of functionality that an application needs to support
for it to fully exploit the behaviour offered by GraphFS is the following: the addition and removal of tags and files. The addition and removal of rules are not part
of this minimal set, although rules greatly improve the system’s expressiveness.
Since Grapfr supports this minimal set, it is able to fully employ GraphFS behaviour which in this case is aimed at implementing browsing functionality. This
browsing is depicted in the form of a screenshot in Figure 3.1. While browsing the
system, a BrowseIt!-user is offered the following data: (1) show the tags that are
currently available in the system to express the semantic value of files, (2) gives
an overview of the rules that are currently active in the system, (3) exhaustively
lists the files comprised within the system, (4) exhaustively lists all files related
to the file currently opened, (5) shows the tags describing the currently opened
file’s semantic value and (6) shows the current file’s data (which is an image in
this case).
A user is able to brows the system by either explicitly selected a file (i.e. doubleclicking on a file in (4)), although the intended way of browsing a GraphFS volume can be achieved by selected a related file. This latter action will then trigger
the visualisation to update itself, and thus provide the user with a new list of
related files which is based on the newly opened file. In graph terminology, Brow1

www.flickr.com
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Figure 3.1: A screenshot of BrowseIt! being used

seIt! allows the user to open a node and examine its content after which the user
can follow any edge to a neighbouring node.
Using BrowseIt!, our collage-making user is no longer burdened with the search
for images that are related to her collage’s theme. Instead of browsing through
folder that she thinks might contain relevant images she now simply browses the
related files offered by BrowseIt!.

3.2.2

Programming BrowseIt! in GraphFS

GraphFS facilitates the implementation of applications by providing a straightforward API enabling the access to all vital functionality. The API is detailed in its
entirety in Appendix A. In order to showcase its ease-of-use, this section summarily discusses how BrowseIt! provides browsing through the GraphFS API.
As mentioned previously, for an application to fully exploit GraphFS’ functionality said application solely needs to take care of the addition and removal of files
and tags (and optionally the addition and removal of rules). BrowseIt! thus allows
users to perform these operations by simply filling in the required data for the entity to be created. For instance, creating a file requires to specify data such as the
file’s name, content, tags, etc (see Listing 3.1).
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1
2
3
4
5
6

p u b l i c i n t createFile(){
String name = promptForName();
b y t e [] content = promptImagePath().getContent();
ArrayList<Integer> tagIds = promptForTags();
system.newFile(name,content,tagIds);
}

Listing 3.1: Creating a new file in BrowseIt!
In exchange for these operations, GraphFS takes care of maintaining the consistency of the underlying graph structure. Furthermore, GraphFS allows access to
the underlying graph structure by means of the API. In the concrete case of BrowseIt! this entails that all functionality related to browsing is given “for free” as an
exchange for the addition and removal of files and tags.
Concretely, this functionality provided “for free” by GraphFS and how it is used
to provide users with browsing functionality is shown in Listing 3.2, which is organised according the discussion concerning Figure .
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

p u b l i c v o i d visualiseData(File current){
//(1)
allTagsFrame.setContent(system.getTags());
//(2)
rulesFrame.setContent(system.getRules());
//(3)
allFilesFrame.setContent(system.listAllFiles());
//(4)
relatedFrame.setContent(system.getRelated(current));
//(5)
fileTagsFrame.setContent(current.getTags());
//(6)
contentFrame.setContent(current.open());
};

Listing 3.2: Using the functionality provided by GraphFS
The API thus allows to easily request data concerning the system’s structure, for
instance the related files for a given file which is achieved through a single API
call. Furthermore, in the case of BrowseIt!, browsing the system can simply be
achieved by re-calling the visualiseData method each time the user selects a related file.
The requirements that GraphFS needed fo fulfil in order to support application
such as BrowseIt! are detailed in the following section.
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3.3

Requirement

The novel concepts put forth by GraphFS beget requirements which are different
from traditional systems. These requirements are split-up into three different categories: in-memory requirements, on-disk requirements and distributed requirements. The in-memory requirements pertain to the need to efficiently perform
operations on the underlying graph. These include traditional operations such as
accessing nodes and edges, but also include more complex operations such as
removing relationships between files upon deletion of a rule. The on-disk requirements are a generalisation of the on-disk requirements encountered in traditional
systems. Where traditional systems try to maintain file blocks in close range ondisk to minimise seek-latency, GraphFS aims at maintaining files which are related in close range on-disk in order to minimize seek-latency. This requirement
translates into the need for an efficient graph serialisation algorithm. Finally, the
distributed requirements relate to the need for a seamless integration between the
offline and online semantics of GraphFS.

3.3.1

In-memory Requirements

In general one can distinct two types of operations that GraphFS performs inmemory which deserve special attention regarding efficiency. The first type are
the traditional graph operations . These include accessing nodes, requesting a
node’s neighbours, etc. The second type are semantic operations which include
the propagation of semantic change as a consequence of, for instance, rule addition.
Graph Operations The graph datastructure used by GraphFS as the system’s
representation, is provided by the open-source JGraphT library 2 . JGraphT provides a wide range of graph implementations as well as all basic functionality
(i.e. node addition, edge addition, edge lookup, etc.). The representation used by
GraphFS is the SimpleWeightedGraph, since edges are considered to be weighted
(i.e. the of an edge represents the semantic relatedness between files). In its core
the SimpleWeightedGraph is build around a LinkedHashMap which maps a node
onto its set of edges.
A LinkedHashMap is a custom datastructure which builds a double-linked list
atop a traditional HashMap. This double-linked list enforces a specific order on
the HashMap’s entries upon iterating over the LinkedHashMap. Moreover, while
iterating over a traditional HashMap has a time-complexity which is proportional
to its capacity (i.e. the number of available buckets), the LinkedHashMap offers a
2
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time-complexity proportional to its size when iterating over it. This double-linked
list does entail that addition of element has the slight overhead of updated the list.
The concrete performance impact this structure has on the graph operations performed by GraphFS are the following: accessing a node’s edges happens in constant time since this operations translates to a get call on the underlying LinkedHashMap. Accessing a specific node is slower since it entails an iteration over
the set of nodes contained in the graph. However, we assume the latter mentioned
operation to happen only sporadically. This assumption is based on the browsing
model offered by GraphFS. When browsing from a file f to one of its related files
f’, GraphFS will lookup the edge connecting f and f’ and return f’. Since the
lookup up edge object, which is accessed in constant time, contains both f and f’
this entails that browsing a GraphFS volume happens in constant time.
As mentioned previously, the addition of a node is comparable to the time-complexity
of the put operation in the context of HashMaps plus a minor overhead caused by
the double-linked list. Edge addition is in constant time since the operation is
translated to first lookup up the source and target nodes’ edges set, which is done
in constant time, after which the edge is added to the sets which is also done in
constant time.
Semantic Operations In order to fully grasp how the semantic operations, triggered as consequences of user interaction with the system, are efficiently performed by GraphFS we present an internal overview of the system in Figure3.2.
From a high-level view, GraphFS is made of two major components. The graph

Figure 3.2: Overview of GraphFS high-level components
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component, which is explained in the paragraph above, and the semantic components. This later group of components can be seen as semantic meta-data which
allows to efficiently compute the semantic impact of system-altering function,
which are further detailed bellow. The group of semantic components encompasses the following: the tag table, the rule table and the dependency table. It
is important to note that all high-level components are persistent. The semantic
components are uni-dimensional, making the mapping from in-memory to on-disk
trivial. The requirements that the persistency of the graph beget are summarised
in Section3.3.2. Before detailing the specific roles the semantic components play
for each operation we will overview their general use:
Tag Table The tag table maintains the tags that are available for the semantic
description of files. It allows to add, remove and lookup tags.
Rule Table The rule table keeps track of the tag-tuples that are considered to be
semantically equal. It allows to add, remove and lookup rules.
Dependency Table The dependency table allows to maintain transient dependencies that might occur through the creation of rules. That is, if file f is tagged
by t and t is in a rule with t’ we say that f is not only dependent of t but also
dependent of t’. The need to keep track of these transient relationships will
be detailed in the discussion of the semantic side-effects of various function
later in this section.
We will now discuss the semantic side-effects of the methods provided by GraphFS’
API, each method’s effect will be exemplified for the sake of clarity. We define a
method as having semantic side-effects if it alters the state of one of the semantic components described above. The effects with regard to the underlying graph
component have been detailed in SectionA.3 and will not be repeated.
newFile Upon creation of a new file f, the file is declared as dependent to all tags
describing the file and all tags that are currently in a rule with the file’s tags.
The graph is then updated by adding an edge from f to every file present
in the dependency list of f ’s tags. For example, Figure 3.3 (a). depicts an
example system before addition of a new file. There are currently two files
in the system (f1 and f2) which are tagged by #tag1 and #tag2 respectively.
Furthermore there system contains a rule declaring that #tag1 and #tag2 are
semantically equal. This entails that the dependency list for #tag1 not only
contains f1, since f1 is tagged by #tag1, but also f2. The same reasoning
applies for #tag2’s dependency list.
Figure3.3 (b) show the system’s state after addition of f3, which is tagged
by #tag1. As stated previously f3 is added to the dependency list of its
accompanying tags (i.e. #tag1) and to the dependency list of tags which
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are currently in a rule with #tag1 (i.e. #tag2). After this edges are added
between f3 and all the files in the dependency of f3’s tags (i.e. f1 and f2).

Figure 3.3: Semantic side-effects (b) of the newFile method on a given GraphFS
volume (a)

removeFile Removing a file has the exact opposite effect on the system’s state
with regards to the newFile method. Consider Figure3.3 again while considering (b) as the starting situation and (a) the situation after the removal
the file f3. Concretely f3 is removed from the dependency list of all its tags
(i.e. #tag1) and the dependency lists of tags that play a role with its tags
(i.e. #tag2).
addFileTag When a user adds a tag to a certain file the file is added to the given
tag’s dependency list. Subsequently an edge is added between the file and
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every file in the tag’s dependency list. Figure3.4(a) depicts the system before the addFileTag method is called. The system contains four files, two
of which are tagged with #tag1 (i.e. f1 and f3) and two of which are tagged
with #tag2 (i.e. f2 and f4). There are no rules, entailing that the dependency
list for tag x only contains the files tagged by x. Figure3.4 (b) depicts the
system’s state after f4 has been tagged with #tag1. Following the sequence
of instructions previously mentioned, f4 is added to #tag1’s dependency list.
Afterwards an edge is added between f4 and all the files in #tag1’s dependency list (i.e. f1 and f3).

Figure 3.4: Semantic side-effects (b) of the addFileTag method on a given
GraphFS volume (a)

removeFileTag Removing a tag from a file has the exact opposite effect of adding
a tag to a file. The file is first removed from the tag’s dependency list, after
which the edge weight between the file and all files in the tag’s dependency
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list is decremented. In the case where the edge weight becomes zero the
edge is simply removed. Re-consider Figure3.4, only assuming (b) to be
the starting state and (a) to be the state after #tag1 has been removed from
f4. f4 is first removed from #tag1’s dependency list after which the edges
between f4 and the files remaining in #tag1’s dependency list (i.e. f1 and f2)
are updated.
newTag Adding a tag system-wide doesn’t has semantic side-effects, apart from
the addition of said file to the tag table.
removeTag Removing a tag system-wide will nullify all rules that contain this
tag and remove the files that were previously part of the tag’s dependency
list from all dependency lists of tags that use to partake in a rule with the
removed tag. Furthermore, all edges between the files that were previously
part of the tag’s dependency list are decremented or removed if the weight
becomes zero. Figure3.5 (a) depicts the system’s state before #tag1 is removed. Do notice that #tag1 is part of a rule with #tag2. Figure3.5 (b)
depicts the system’s state after #tag1 has been removed system-wide. The
rule relating #tag1 to #tag2 is removed which entails that f1 and f2 are removed from #tag2’s dependency list. Afterwards all edges between all files
in #tag1’s dependency list are decremented, in this case all weights drop
down to zero.
newRule Adding a new rule to the system effects a GraphFS volume in two ways.
Firstly edges are added between all the files present in t1’s dependency list
and t2’s dependency list. Secondly t1’s and t2’s dependency lists are set
to their union. Figure3.6 (a) depicts the system’s initial state. The system
contains four files, which are tagged pair-wise with distinct tags. Figure3.6
(b) depicts the system’s state after the addition of a rule between the two
tags (i.e. #tag1 and #tag2). Edges are added between all files in #tag1’s
dependency list and #tag2’s dependency list. Afterwards both dependency
lists are set to their union, leaving both dependency lists to contain all files.
removeRule Removing a rule from the system has the opposite effect of adding
a rule to the system. However reversing the effect of a rule addition does
entail subtle difficulties. That is , when removing a rule GraphFS needs
to remove files from the dependency lists of the tags that partake in the
rule. Furthermore, edges between these files have to be decremented. The
subtlety lies in the fact that GraphFS needs to know which files to remove
where. Re-consider Figure3.6, assuming (b) to be the starting state and (a)
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Figure 3.5: Semantic side-effects (b) of the removeTag method on a given
GraphFS volume (a)

to be the state after rule removal. GraphFS will run over #tag1’s dependency list and remove the files that are tagged with #tag2 and not tagged
with #tag1. The files removed from #tag1 will see their edges with every
remaining file in #tag1’s dependency list decremented. The same procedure
is used for #tag2’s dependency list and files.

3.3.2

On-disk Requirements

Besides having to efficient in its in-memory procedures, GraphFS also needs to
provide on-disk efficiency. GraphFS on-disk efficiency depends on its ability to
maintain data-locality when writing down the multi-dimensional graph containing the system’s structure to the uni-dimensional memory. As mentioned in Section1.4 maintaining this data-locality is of vital importance in order to reduce
seek-latency. This seek latency can be described as the mechanical overhead in58

Figure 3.6: Semantic side-effects (b) of the addRule method on a given GraphFS
volume (a)

troduced by a hard-drive’s reader head when moving between two reading offsets.
Concretely, upon reading in two pieces of data, the seek latency is greater of those
two pieces of data are further apart on-disk. It is thus of vital importance to minimise the on-disk distance between two pieces of data that will likely be read
sequentially.
The likeliness of two pieces of data to be read sequentially is provided by GraphFS
for free. It is namely the case that the higher the semantic relatedness between two
files, the heavier the edge between those two files will weigh in GraphFS’ underlying graph.
For instance, our collage-making user has decided to start yet another collage.
This time she would like to make a collage of herself which would showcase her
academic career. As she is a very methodological collage maker she will detail
her academic career chronologically, starting from high school and ending in col59

lege. The sub-graph of her GraphFS system containing the needed pictures is
depicted in Figure3.7. While putting together her collage she will thus first consult both pictures tagged by #College after which she will access both pictures
tagged by #HighSchool. Indeed, when examining the graph one will notice that
the college-related pictures are semantically related with a factor of two (i.e. the
edge between both pictures has a weight of two) as is the case for the high-school
related pictures. In general one can assume that files having a high level of se-

Figure 3.7: Sub-graph of the user’s school-related images

mantic relatedness will have a higher likeliness of being accessed after each other
than is the case for files having a low level of semantic relatedness. If these highly
semantic related files do not reside within a reasonable distance on-disk, the seeklatency for browsing GraphFS would thus be unacceptable. In the case for our
running example, having the two pictures tagged with #College reside at great
distance of each other on-disk would result in our user having to wait longer in
order to see the image.
However there is a subtlety to the problem which cannot be underestimated. Figure3.8 (a) depicts an ideal mapping from the graph depicted in Figure3.7 to ondisk memory, which is represented as a large array for the sake of clarity. Indeed,
pictures being highly related reside close together, while less related pictures are
further apart. However, our collage-making user has recently graduated and decides to upload her graduation into her GraphFS system and add it to her collage.
If GraphFS would respect data-locality this would mean that the newly added
collega3.jpg file should be closer to the other college-related pictures than the
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high-school-related pictures. As depicted in Figure3.8 (b) this would entail that
both HighSchoolx.jpg pictures would have to shifted in order to make room for the
newly added picture. Although this might not be a problem in a system containing 5 files, the same cannot be said for systems of multiple gigabytes in size. The
subtlety of the problem thus lies in finding a mapping which respects data-locality
in order to minimise seek-latency but that also allows for addition of new data
without having to re-structure the already present data on-disk. How GraphFS is
able to tackle this problem efficiently is described in Chapter 4.

3.3.3

Distributed Requirements

The requirements that GraphFS needs to fulfil in the context of its distributed
functionality are in nature usability requirements. GraphFS is a system that is
designed and implemented to function in the context of mobile ad-hoc networks
(MANETS) (Murphy et al., 1998). One of the aspects of such networks that has
the most profound impact on the applications that run inside of them is the lack
of central architecture and the always pending loss of connection to the network.
Concretely this entails that the application developed to run in the context of such
MANETS need to orchestrate communication on a peer-to-peer basis, furthermore
the mobility of the peers begets far-reaching fault-tolerance.
With analogy to the federated tuple space (Mamei & Zambonelli, 2004) GraphFS
thus introduce the federated graph space as its distribution model, which is visualised in Figure3.9. The model is based on giving the users the impression that
they are connected to a graph which resides “within” the network and comprises
the data of all the users currently connected to the network. Users interact with
this graph as if it were part of their own system. For instance, when requesting
all related files for a certain local file the respond to this request will also contain
matching files from the “cloud-graph”. Employing this distribution model allows for a seamless integration of the offline semantics into the online semantics.
Users do not only treat remote data as if it were local data, they are unaware of
the distinction itself. Furthermore, the federated graph space empower GraphFS
with characteristics which are vital in the face of use within MANETS. Indeed,
by prohibiting direct peer-to-peer communication GraphFS distribution model allows for users to disconnect from the network without impacting other users in a
drastic way. The federated graph space empower GraphFS with three characteristics vital to dealing with these disconnections. Firstly GraphFS is decoupled in
time, meaning that peers might not all be connected at the same moment for the
system to function fault-free. Secondly GraphFS is decoupled in space, allowing
for communication to happen without having explicit knowledge of the communicative partners. Lastly GraphFS is decoupled in synchronisation, making all
communication happen asynchronously. Concretely this entails that peers never
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block upon waiting for responses of other peers. How these requirements are
fulfilled as well as a discussion about the semantics of the distributed operations
provided by GraphFS can be found in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.8: Ideal mapping of the school-related pictures (a) and the addition of an
extra image (b)
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Figure 3.9: The federated graph space model
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Chapter 4
GraphFS’ Persistence
This chapter details the persistence strategy employed by GraphFS to serialise
the graph, containing a system’s file hierarchy, onto an external storage device.
As explained in Section 3.3.2, the goal of this strategy is to serialise the graph
in such a way that related files reside closely on-disk. This translation from ingraph locality to on-disk locality is necessary to lower seek latency upon browsing
through the files. This chapter sets of with a recapitulation of the problem at hand
after which the solution employed by GraphFS is detailed.

4.1

Maximising Data Locality

GraphFS strives to exploit the relations between files, given by the underlying
graph structure, in order to persist the files in a manner that maximises data locality. As explained in Section 1.3.2, minimising seek latency can be achieved by
persisting related files closely together on-disk. In this section we discuss how this
can be done through the application of a traditional graph algorithm, Kruskal’s algorithm to compute minimal spanning trees (Kruskal, 1956).
Before explaining the algorithm and the adaptation we will first explain the terminology employed in this section.

4.1.1

On Spanning Trees

We define a tree as being an undirected graph in which any two vertices are connected by a single path, in other words a tree is considered to be a undirected
graph which does not contain cycles. More generally, a forest is defined as a set
of unconnected trees (see Figure4.1). We define a spanning tree as a sub-graph of
a graph which contains the same amount of connected components as the original
graph. Furthermore we define a minimum spanning tree as the tree of a weighted
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Figure 4.1: (a) a tree, (b) a forest consisted of two trees

graph for which the sum of the weights of all edges is smaller than the sum of the
weights of any other possible spanning tree. An example of a minimum spanning
tree is depicted in Figure4.2, concretely the minimum spanning tree connects every vertex of the graph while minimising the total sum of the edges’ weights. The
edges which make up the minimum spanning tree are highlighted.

Figure 4.2: The minimum spanning tree for a given graph

4.1.2

Locality

Being able to calculate the minimum spanning tree of a graph allows us to serialise
the graph while maintaining data-locality. Re-consider Figure 4.2 and assume that
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graph is the representation of a GraphFS volume (i.e. the vertexes are files and
the edges and their weights represent the semantic relatedness). Performing a
breadth-first walk over the calculated minimum spanning tree results in a list of
vertexes (i.e. files) which respects the in-graph locality. The resulting list for
this particular example would be {1,3,2,4,5,6,7}, note that depending on which
vertex is considered first when traversing the tree the list could also have been
{1,3,6,4,2,7,5}. However, since GraphFS wants to keep files together which are
highly semantically related (i.e. having a large edge weight), we would need a
maximum spanning tree. The reasoning behind the maximum spanning tree is the
same as the one behind the minimum spanning tree except that we need a tree
within the graph that connects every node and maximises the total sum of all edge
weights.
The list we obtain by performing a breadth-first over the maximum spanning tree
can then be considered as a roadmap detailing how the graph should be written
down on-disk in such a way that data-locality is preserved as much as possible.
It suffices to iterate over the list and write the files to disk in the order they are
encountered in the list.

4.1.3

Computing the Maximal Spanning Tree

Calculating the minimum spanning tree, or in our case the maximum spanning tree,
for a given graph can we achieved through various algorithms such as Jarnik-Prim
(Jarnı́k, 1930; Prim, 1957) or Boruvka (Boru̇vka, 1926). We will only discuss
Kruskal’s (Kruskal, 1956) algorithm since , as Section4.1.4 reveals, the choice of
algorithm will not influence GraphFS’ efficiency.
A pseudo-code implementation of Kruskal’s algorithm is shown in Listing4.1.
The main idea behind the algorithm is to first order all the edges in an increasing
fashion with regards to their weight. Afterwards the algorithm runs over the edges
and adds the edge currently under consideration to the tree, but only if this addition would not introduce cycles in the resulting tree.
Cycle detection can efficiently be done using a Union-Find data-structure which
allows to determine in O logn time-complexity whether two elements are part of
the same set (i.e. adding an edge between
 them would create a cycle in the tree)
and take the union of two sets in O logn time-complexity. However, as the next
section will discuss the problem with using Kruskal’s algorithm to serialise the
graph lies not with its complexity. Which is the reason why we will not go deeper
into the Union-Find structure or Kruskal’s time-complexity.
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Kruskall(graph):
//E is the set of all edges contained in the graph
//V is the set of all vertices contained in the graph
SET orderedEdges TO orderIncreasing(E)
SET tree TO {}
FOR EACH v IN V DO
makeSet(v)
END
FOR EACH (u,v) IN orderedEdges DO
IF findSet(u) != findSet(v) THEN
{add(u,v,tree),unionSet(u,v)}
END
RETURN tree

Listing 4.1: Pseudo-code of Kruskal’s algorithm

4.1.4

Displacement

Kruskal’s algorithm seems to provide a perfect solution to serialisation problem.
It guarantees that the list acquired through the breadth-first search of the maximal spanning tree is one of the optimal solutions. More precisely, Kruskal can
only guarantee this solution if it is allowed to run through the entire graph. This
subtlety which seems to be obvious could have a profound impact on GraphFS’
efficiency.
If one were to add an extra vertex to a graph for which the maximal spanning tree
had been previously computed, the algorithm would need to be re-run on the new
graph. Concretely it is impossible to re-compute the maximal spanning tree onthe-fly. Considering that gigabyte-sized file systems containing several thousands
files are far from rare, running through the graph upon change of the system’s
state would be unacceptable.
As detailed in Section3.3.2 there is another, more profound problem with the use
of Kruskal as a solution to the serialisation problem. Indeed the serialisation obtained through the Kruskal-generated is not flexible enough. A change in the
system’s state would thus not only entail a re-calculation of the algorithm’s outcome it would also entail the shifting of possibly large amounts of data-blocks in
order to make room for the added file.
In order to solve GraphFS’ serialisation problem efficiently we thus need an algorithm which allows on-the-fly re-calculation of the serialisation, furthermore it
should provide sufficient margins to facilitate file addition without data-shifts.
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4.2

Minimising Data Displacement

The previous section revealed that although Kruskal’s algorithm allows to provide
optimal data locality, it behaves poorly with regard to data displacement. By
serialising the graph into a list the algorithm fails to provide a serialisation that
is flexible enough to sustain the addition of data without entailing major data
displacement. This section details how GraphFS is able to trade in some of the
data locality to the benefit of data displacement.

4.2.1

Force-directed Layout

Force-directed layout is a family of graph algorithms which are primarily used to
draw graphs in aesthetically pleasing ways (.e.g avoiding that edges overlap). The
idea first came up in (Tutte, 1963) and was later refined by (Eades & Tamassia,
1988; Fruchterman & Reingold, 1991; Kamada & Kawai, 1989). Although each
proposed algorithm has its own specificities we discuss the common concepts in
this section.
4.2.1.1

The Algorithm

The algorithm’s main goal is to layout a graph in a two dimensional space in such a
way that is aesthetically pleasing and eases the recognition of structure within the
graph for humans. For instance, Figure4.3 (a) depicts a graph that is clearly aesthetically unappealing. Indeed, edges overlap nodes are packed together to closely
and the length of the edges are out of proportion with regards to their weight. Figure4.3 (b) depicts the same graph after the application of the force-directed layout
algorithm. It is clear that the graph’s structure has become more visible, that the
edge length is in proportion with the edge weight and that connected nodes are
clustered together while unconnected nodes are further apart.
In order to achieve these aesthetically pleasing result the algorithm employs two
forces that govern the displacement calculations between nodes. Firstly all nodes
repulse each other by a force which is based on Coulomb’s law which was originally designed to calculate the repulsion observed between electrically charged
particles. Coulomb’s law, shown in Equation4.1, calculates the repulsive force F
given the charge of two particles q1 and q2 , Coulomb’s constant ke and the distance between both particles r.
|F | = ke

|q1 q2 |
r2

(4.1)

This law is thus used to calculate the repulsion between two nodes in the graph.
The charges q1 and q2 can either be left out (since nodes do not have charges) or
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Figure 4.3: A graph before force-directed layout application (a) and after application (b)

be replaced by a node’s weight if the graph under consideration supports weighted
nodes. Since the repulsive force is inversely proportional to the distance between
the nodes it allows for the graph to reach an equilibrium as the nodes repulse each
other further apart.
If the repulsion would be the only force governing the system’s displacement this
would lead to a graph which would simply be dispersed. In order to achieve an
aesthetically pleasing graph there is thus a need for a second force, one that takes
the edges between nodes into account. This force is based on Hook’s law, shown
in Equation4.2, which calculates the force (F) needed to extend a spring, with a
stiffness of k, in equilibrium by a distance of X.
F = kX

(4.2)

This law is used because of the similarity between springs and edges. Indeed, every spring has a certain optimal length (i.e. state of equilibrium). The same goes
for an edge, for instance one could state that given an edge e of weight w the optimal length of that edge should be 1/w. Furthermore, a spring will always strive
to return to its state of equilibrium when compressed or extended. In the former
case a repulsive force will be generated, elongating the spring, in the latter case
an attractive force will be generated, shortening the spring. The same reasoning
applies for edges, if an edge is compressed (i.e. its current length is smaller than
the equilibrium length) a repulsive force should be generated pushing the two connecting nodes apart. Conversely if the edge is elongated an attractive force should
be generated between both connecting nodes.
Force-directed layout thus applies Hook’s law by replacing k by a constant factor
and declaring X to be the difference between the current length of the edge and
the equilibrium length. If the edge is compressed this will effectively generated a
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negative force (pushing the two nodes apart), otherwise an attractive force will be
generated.
The algorithm is shown in pseudo-code form in Listing4.2. It initially distributes
the graph’s nodes randomly over a two dimensional field. The core of the algorithm is the double-loop that calculates the forces excerpted on a node v by every
other node v’ resulting in a force which is then used to calculate the node’s displacement. The algorithm runs this double-loop until the average displacement
drops bellow a given threshold which dictates when the graph is considered being
in equilibrium.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17
18

ForceDirected(graph):
//V is the set of all vertices contained in the graph
//every node maintains its own position in the layout
FOR EACH v IN V DO
setPostiont(v,randomCoordinate()) //initialisation
END
WHILE averageDisplacement > threshold DO
FOR EACH v IN V DO
SET excerptedForce TO 0
FOR EACH v’ IN V WHERE v’ != v DO
SET repulsion TO coulomb(v,v’)
//attraction is nill of v and v’ do not
share an edge
SET attraction TO hook(v,v’)
SET excerptedForce TO excerptedForce repulsion + attraction
END
END
SET averageDisplacement TO takeAverage()
END

Listing 4.2: The force-directed layout algorithm in pseudo-code
4.2.1.2

Locality and Displacement

The two governing forces in the force-directed layout algorithm (i.e. repulsion
and attraction) result in a dynamic system which perfectly fit GraphFS’ serialisation problem. The attraction force ensures that nodes sharing a heavy edge (i.e.
strongly related files) are packed close together while the repulsion force will ensure that unconnected nodes (i.e. unrelated files) are separated.
Furthermore, the force-directed layout algorithm does not exhibit Kruskal’s inadequacies (see Section4.1.4). Although related nodes are kept close together the
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repulsion force present between all nodes enforces GraphFS’ requirement that the
serialisation needs to be flexible. In a certain sense one could state that the forcedirected layout algorithm calculates the amount of white-space between nodes
while respecting the nodes’ connectivity (i.e. connected nodes beget less whitespace while unconnected beget more). This property of the force-directed layout
algorithm thus solves our previous problem of having a serialisation which is “too
perfect”, adding new files now will less likely trigger a data-shift.
Kruskal’s second inadequacy, namely the fact that its a one-shot algorithm which
needs to be entirely re-run after each state change, is also solved by the forcedirected layout. In fact, force-directed layout is known to be highly dynamic. One
is able to add a node to an already equilibrated graph without having to drastically
re-order every node. Force-directed layout is able to ensure this property through
the fact that the forces are inversely-proportional to the distance between nodes.
This entails that only the portion of the graph where the new node is inserted will
have to be re-calculated, allowing for on-the-fly re-computation of the equilibrium
state.
4.2.1.3

Inefficiency

Analysing the pseudo-code in Listing4.2 one quickly notices that the force-directed
layout in its most naı̈ve form is far from efficient. Indeed its time complexity is
of O n2 with n being the number of nodes. It is needless to say that this time
complexity quickly becomes unacceptable for gigabyte-scale systems.
This inefficiency is due to the fact that the naı̈ve version of the force-directed layout calculates every possible force on every possible node in a permutation-wise
fashion. In order to efficiently tackle GraphFS’ serialisation problem we thus need
a more efficient implementation of the force-directed layout algorithm.

4.2.2

Barnes-Hut

Force-directed layout’s inefficiency stems from it precision, the algorithm calculates the force excerpted on every node by every other node. Consider the example depicted in Figure4.4, the dashed lines symbolise the nodes’ influence on each
other. The traditional force-directed layout provides complete precision by calculating each influence, however one could relax the precision to favour efficiency.
In order to lower precision one should ask the question is it necessary for a given
node to calculate the influence on said node by every other node ? As (Barnes
& Hut, 1986) advocate, the answer to this question is: no. The Barnes-Hut algorithm is commonly used to efficiently solve what is known as the n-body problem.
One can consider the n-body problem as being a special case of the force-directed
layout where nodes cannot share edges. The problem is commonly found in the
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Figure 4.4: Force calculation in the naı̈ve force-directed layout algorithm

field of astronomy and astrophysics where it is used to simulate the gravitational
effect of heavenly bodies on each other (which of course do not share edges).
However, as explained in Section4.2.2.2, Barnes-Hut can also be used to perform
force-directed layout.
As with nodes in the force-directed layout, the gravitational forces between heavenly bodies is inversely-proportional with the distance that separates said bodies.
The algorithm uses this property to relax the amount of computation needed to be
done per body (i.e. node) by lowering the level of precision between bodies that
are separated by great distances. Re-consider 4.4 and assume that the depicted
nodes are planets. Let us say that planet 1 resides at several light-years from the
planet cluster comprising planet 3, 4 and 5. When calculating the forces excerpted
on planet one, Barnes-Hut provides an efficiency increase by considering the entire cluster of planets three, four and five as one big planet with an average centre
of gravity. The force calculation for planet one is depicted in Figure4.5.
One thus needs to efficiently be able to determine when a cluster of planets (i.e.

Figure 4.5: Sacrificing precision for efficiency in Barnes-Hut
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nodes) is “far-away” an can thus consequently be abstracted upon and when a
cluster is “too-close” in which case one needs to augment precision in order to
guarantee correctness. This discrimination between “close” and “far” is achieved
in Barnes-Hut through the quad tree data-structure which we will discuss before
detailing the algorithm itself.
4.2.2.1

Quad Trees

In order to improve on the time complexity of the naı̈ve force-directed layout
algorithm there is a need for a data-structure that efficiently structures the field in
which the node are laid out. Indeed the improvement consists of determining the
cases in which a cluster of nodes can be considered as one. The data-structure
thus need to efficiently allow the algorithm to identify clusters.
The data-structure proposed in (Barnes & Hut, 1986) is the quad tree. The datastructure is constructed by splitting up the entire field (the plane in which the
nodes are randomly dispersed in the initial step) into four quads (i.e. squares of
even size). Each quad is recursively split-up into four sub-quads until each subquad contains no more than one node. The quad tree for the example depicted
in Figure 4.4 is shown in two forms in Figure 4.6, (a) shows the spatial bounds
of each quad and sub-quad while (b) shows the actual tree. Every node in the
tree is either a leaf (i.e. a numbered graph-node), an empty quad (shown by the
white dots) or another quad (shown by the black dots). Every element in the tree
maintains its own centre of gravity. In the case of force-directed layout this centre
of gravity boils down to the average position of all nodes within the specified
quad.
Construction of the three is done on a per-node basis, starting out with an empty
tree. Upon addition of a new node the tree decides based on that node’s position
into which quad it has to be inserted, recursively splitting the appropriate quad if
it already contained a node. To further favour efficiency its possible to enforce an
upper bound on the depth of the tree which is necessary for graphs where nodes
resides tightly together. The algorithm’s use of the tree is detailed in the following
section.
4.2.2.2

The Algorithm

The algorithm itself can be split-up in four distinct steps. The first step builds the
tree as described in the previous section. In the second step the algorithm performs a tree-walk in order to calculate the centre of masses for each quad. This
has to be done after tree construction since it requires data-completeness. The
third step computes the excerpted forces on each node using the tree and the final
and fourth step updates the location of each node based on the previously cal74

Figure 4.6: Quad tree representation of Figure4.4

culated forces excerpted on it. This high-level overview is shown in Listing4.3.
These four steps thus comprise one iteration of the Barnes-Hut algorithm. In our
case the algorithm stops as soon as the average displacement of all nodes drops
bellow a certain threshold, indicating that the graph has reached an equilibrium.
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BarnesHut(Graph):
//V is the set of all vertices contained in the graph
//every node maintains its own position in the layout
FOR EACH v IN V DO
setPostion(v,randomCoordinate()) //initialisation
END
SET tree TO buildTree(V) //(1)
computeCOM(tree) //(2)
FOR EACH v IN V DO //(3)
computeForce(v,tree)
END
FOR EACH v IN V DO //()
updateLocation(v)
END

Listing 4.3: The Barnes-Hut algorithm in pseudo-code
The calculation of the excerpted forces for a given node is shown in Listing4.4.
While computing the forces excerpted on a given node the algorithm performs a
tree-walk. During this walk there are three possible cases: the encounter quad is
either a leaf (i.e. a single node) in which case the force is calculated directly or
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the encounter quad is considered to be “far away” in which case the force is calculated based on the cluster’s centre of mass and finally if the quad is considered
to be “close” the algorithm recursively performs a tree-walk on said quad.
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computeForce(vertex,quad):
IF leaf(quad) THEN
updateForce(vertex,quad)
ELSE
IF faraway(quad) THEN
updateForce(vertex,quad)
ELSE
FOR EACH q IN children(quad) DO
computeForce(vertex,q)
END
END
END

Listing 4.4: Computing the excerpted force on a vertex in Barnes-Hut
Determining whether a quad is considered as “far” or “near” is done using Equation4.3 where d is the size of the quad containing the cluster under consideration
and r is the distance from,the node for which the calculation is done, to the centre
of mass of the cluster. If this ratio drops bellow θ which is commonly taken to be
one, the cluster is considered to be “far”.
θ=
4.2.2.3

d
r

(4.3)

Efficiency

Barnes-Hut efficiency is largely influenced by the underlying quad tree. In order
to asses the time complexity of Barnes-Hut and thus its efficiency, the complexity
of each sub-task (i.e. building the tree, calculating the centres of mass and computing the forces) is assessed separately (Samet, 1984).
Building the tree consists of inserting each node into an initially empty tree.
 Since
the depth of the tree at insertion of node x is in the orders
 of O log(n) we can
conclude that building the tree happens in O n log(n) . Once the tree is build
we need to compute the centre of mass of each quad which happens
 by perform a
post-order tree-traversal. This leads to a time complexity of O n for the second
step of the algorithm. Finally we need to traverse the tree and compute the forces
for every node. Under the reasonable assumption that the nodes are evenly distributed we can estimate the time complexity as follows.
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The example depicted in Figure4.7 1 represents the force calculation for a specific
node. We assume that θ > 1 for the approximation. Every quad which does
not contain the particle (shown in the example by their colours) has not been recursively visited since they satisfy the d/r <= 1 < θ condition (i.e. they are
considered to be “far away”). This entails that calculating the force on a node entails constant time complexity for three of the four quads on every level, leaving
the general time
complexity to be governed by the depth of the node itself which

is O log(n) . Since this calculation is done for every node we can thus conclude
that the final step of the algorithm has a time complexity of O nlog(n) .

The time complexity for a single step of the Barnes-Hut algorithm is thus O nlog(n) .

Figure 4.7: Calculating the excerpted forces on a node in Barnes-Hut
Do note that, since GraphFS uses the Barnes-Hut algorithm to perform forcedirected layout, an overhead has to be added to this complexity to account for the
manipulation of edges during tree construction. Indeed when GraphFS computes
the centre of mass for each quad an additional cost is generated to compute the
ingoing and outgoing edges of each quad.

Although Barnes-Hut
provides
a
significant
improvement
(i.e.
O
n
log(n)
in
stead of O n2 ) over the naı̈ve force-directed layout algorithm, it is still computationally heavy. The following section discusses a more programming-based
approach to improve the efficiency of our solution to the serialisation problem.
1

http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/˜demmel/cs267/lecture26/
lecture26.html
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4.3

Improving Efficiency

Trying to improve the Barnes-Hut algorithm with regards to time complexity
would bring us out of the scope of this thesis. We thus rather focussed on improving the running-speed of the algorithm. We therefore decided to parallelise
our implementation of the Barnes-Hut algorithm in order to improve GraphFS efficiency upon serialisation of the graph.
Parallelisation was achieved through the Habanero-Java (Cavé, Zhao, Shirako,
& Sarkar, 2011; Tasirlar & Sarkar, 2011) language. This choice was primarily motivated by Habanero’s ease-of-use and its implementation in the form of a
Java library. Furthermore Habanero employs the partitioned global address space
paradigm which fits the n-body problem well.
This section will describe the driving concepts and philosophy behind three different parallelisation approaches which were undertaken during the research behind
GraphFS. The speed-up achieved by each implementation is discussed in Chapter
6.

4.3.1

Basic Approach

As shown in (J. P. Singh, Holt, Totsuka, Gupta, & Hennessy, 1995), the computationally heavy part of the Barnes-Hut algorithm is calculating the forces excerpted
on each node. In order to achieve speed-up it is thus crucial to parallelise that part
of the algorithm which is responsible for force calculation. As mentioned in Section 4.2.2.2, the Barnes-Hut algorithm can be split up in four parts: building the
tree, computing the centre of mass for each quad, computing the excerpted forces
on each node and updating the nodes’ positions. The third step (i.e. computing
the forces) being the computationally heavy one, the naı̈ve implementation thus
tries to achieve speed-up by simply parallelising this step. It does so by running
over the set of nodes in parallel and computing the force for each node, relying on
Habanero’s runtime to improve performance. A pseudo-code version of the naı̈ve
implementation is shown in Listing 4.5.
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ParallelBarnesHut(Graph):
//V is the set of all vertices contained in the graph
//every node maintains its own position in the layout
FOR EACH v IN V DO
setPostiont(v,randomCoordinate())
END
SET tree TO buildTree(V) //(1)
computeCOM(tree) //(2)
PARALLEL FOR EACH v IN V DO //(3)
computeForce(v,tree)
END
FOR EACH v IN V DO //()
updateLocation(v)
END

Listing 4.5: Naı̈ve parallelisation of the Barnes-Hut algorithm
The naı̈ve implementation is named after its flaw, namely the fact that it does
not take locality into consideration. Re-consider Figure 4.6, when walking the
tree during the force calculation step it is clear that some calculations will engender similar tree walks. For instance calculating the forces on nodes three, four and
five will more or less engender the same tree walk. In order to exploit data-locality
during parallelisation it would thus be wise to exploit this locality and assign the
force calculation of nodes three, four and five to the same processing unit.

4.3.2

Data-Local Approach

In order to exploit data-locality nodes need to be assigned to processing units in
a fashion that allows for the processing units to perform tree walks that are as
distinct as possible (J. P. Singh et al., 1995). Furthermore the assigned nodes to a
single processor should favour resembling tree walks. Assuming the availability
of two processing units for the example depicts in Figure 4.6, a division of work
favouring data-locality would thus be to assign nodes one and two to processing
unit one and assigning nodes three, four and five to processing units two.
Such an assignment can be obtained by performing a post-order tree traversal and
returning the nodes in the order in which they were encountered. For Figure 4.6
performing a post-order tree traversal would indeed return the list (1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
Concretely this post-order tree traversal is already performed when we calculate
the centre of mass for each quad. It thus suffices to maintain a list of the encountered nodes during this step to avoid performing an extra tree traversal. After
acquiring the ordered list the algorithm can run over the list in parallel and assign
an equal number of nodes to each processing unit.
Although this method allows for better use of data-locality than is the case for the
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basic version, it does not take load balancing into account. Indeed by assuming
that the force calculation for each node is equal, one could end up in the situation
depicted in Figure 4.8. Nodes one and two are considered to be low-workload
due to the fact that they engender less calculations which is caused by the great
distance between them and the cluster containing nodes three through five. However, the algorithm does not take workload into consideration treating each node
as being equally computationally heavy.
A better load balancing would be to assign the low-workload to a single pro-

Figure 4.8: Unbalanced parallelisation with the naı̈ve parallel Barnes-Hut implementation
cessor, freeing the others up to handle the high-workload nodes (see Figure 4.9).
Such a balancing is achieved by the implementation detailed next.

Figure 4.9: A balanced parallelisation of the Barnes-Hut algorithm
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4.3.3

Load Balancing

The cost zone method proposed by (J. P. Singh et al., 1995) specifically aims
at distributing the estimated work evenly over the available processing units. In
order to do so it uses an estimate of the total amount of work (i.e. the summation of the estimated work per node) and divides this work into a n number
of zones, n being the number of processing units. For instance if we estimate
the total amount of work to be done in a single iteration to be one hundred
and there are four processing units the following cost zones will be generated:
]0, 25], ]25, 50], ]50, 75], ]75, 100]. Each processing unit then runs over the nodes
to be calculated and only processes a node if the estimated work for that node lies
within the processing unit’s cost zone.
The estimated work associated to a node is based on the work done in the previous
iteration. When the forces are calculated on a given node, a counter is maintained
which is incremented each time the forces between a node and an entity is calculated (be it another node or a cluster of nodes). However, we still need to label
the nodes in such a way that all cost zones contain an equal amount of work. In
order to avoid an extra tree traversal, labelling the nodes is done during the step
where the centre of mass is calculated for each quad. Indeed during this step the
algorithm performs a post-order tree walk, which allows cost zone method to label the nodes according to their estimated work. This labelling is done as follows:
the node nth encountered node is labelled with its own estimated work plus the
estimated work of all previously encountered nodes. This labelling technique is
exemplified in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.10 (a) depicts the division of the field in

Figure 4.10: Balancing the parallelisation of the Barnes-Hut algorithm using the
cost zone method
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quads, with the estimated work for each node given between curly braces. Node
three, for instance, has an estimated work of four since its force calculation will
involve the interaction between node three and nodes four,five and cluster one and
two. Figure 4.10 (b) shows the labelling of the nodes after the post-order tree
walk. Indeed, we say that the label for node n is its own cost added with the
cost of node n-1. For this example the total amount of work is sixteen, assuming that we have four processing units the cost zones will thus be the following:
]0, 4], ]4, 8], ]8, 12], ]12, 16]. During the force calculation step the division of work
will thus be the following: nodes one and two will be assigned to processing unit
one, node three will be assigned to processing unit two, node four will be assigned to processing unit three and finally node five will be assigned to processing
unit four. The cost zone method thus evenly distributes the amount of work to be
performed over the available processing units.

4.4

Conclusion

This chapter detailed the strategy used by GraphFS to persist the graph-structured
data on-disk. In order to minimise seek latency this strategy exploits the relationships between files to store related files closely on-disk. However, in order to
avoid the scenario in which the addition of a file would require the displacement
of large chunks of data on-disk the strategy needs to make a trade-off between
locality and data displacement.
Using the force-directed layout GraphFS is able to provide data locality be viewing the edges connecting the nodes as springs. These springs attract nodes (i.e.
related files) close to each other on-disk. Furthermore by ensuring that all nodes
repulse each other as well, GraphFS is able to ensure that enough empty space is
left between the nodes (i.e. files) to accommodate the addition of new files.
In order to efficiently compute this serialisation GraphFS uses the Barnes-Hut implementation of the force-directed layout algorithm which trades in precision for
performance. Moreover, this Barnes-Hut implementation has been parallelised in
order to further improve performance.
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Chapter 5
Federated GraphFS
This chapter discusses the distributed side of GraphFS. We start by motivating the
decision that were made during the design and implementation of the distribution
model behind GraphFS using our motivating example of the collage-making user.
Following the motivation we introduce and explain the actual distribution model
and explain its integration in our browsing application BrowseIt! (see Chapter
3.2).

5.1

Introduction

Our collage making user introduced in Chapter 3 has decided to once again put
her collage-skills to good use. However, this time she not only relies on the images stored in her own system, but also requires a considerate amount of images
that are maintained on her friends’ systems. Instead of copying the data over on a
remote storage device she decides to simply gather with her friends and engage in
data-exchange using a traditional peer-to-peer distributed file system.
Although the system provides GraphFS-like functionality, its distribution model is
based on a traditional direct peer-to-peer communication. That is, when our user
wants to browse images from her friends she needs to walk through their graph
structure. Traditional peer-to-peer file systems present remote files in a separate
volume. Consequently, in order for our user to find related files, she has to manually browse each volume. In other words, the relationship between files do not
extend over volumes. This situation is depicted in Figure 5.1.
Our user together with her friends form a so-called mobile ad-hoc network
(Murphy et al., 1998), they interact with each other without orchestration by a
central architecture and are free to move in and out of the range of the network.
During her image-sharing session with her friends our user learns about the downsides of MANETs the hard way, as her friends move around the room and loose
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Figure 5.1: Traditional peer-to-peer distribution in the context of a graph-based
file system

connection she looses the ability to browse their system. Traditional peer-to-peer
distributed systems do not provide the fault-tolerance to deal with the constant
connection-uncertainty associated with MANETs.
Furthermore as more of her friends join in on the session she finds that browsing
their systems for images related to her collage becomes tedious. Indeed in order
for her to find related files she has to explicitly browse their graph and determine
whether the encountered images are of any use to her. Traditional peer-to-peer
distribution models do not scale for a large amount of users in this context. Although successful peer-to-peer sharing systems have been developed in the past
(e.g. Napster and Gnutella (P. K. Gummadi, Saroiu, & Gribble, 2002)), these
systems enforce constraints which cannot be upheld in the context of a graphbased file system. Such a constraint, for instance, is the use of a central index
server to provide efficient lookup of files. Clearly, in the context of MANETS one
cannot assume the existence of such a server. However, even by removing this index server (Ripeanu, 2001), file lookup still happens through text-based searches.
When users are looking for files within the network, they need to issue queries
describing the file in plain text.
In order to satisfy the distribution needs of our user, GraphFS needs to tackle multiple problems. First, problems originating from the MANETS themselves need to
be tackled efficiently. These include connection volatility, data loss during communication, etc. Second, GraphFS needs to allow file relationships to span over
multiple volumes. This would allow our user to simply request the system for
related files instead of explicitly needing to search these based on user-defined
criteria (e.g. the name of a file). Moreover, GraphFS should provide a form of
distributed reactivity in the form of live queries. Since connections are volatile in
MANETS, our user needs the ability to state her interest in a certain set of files
and let GraphFS notify her of results continuously.
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How GraphFS solves these problems by introducing a novel distribution model,
called the federated graph space, is detailed after we give a brief overview of relevant distributed technology.

5.2

Distributed Technology

This section focusses on the distributed technology used in the implementation
of GraphFS. GraphFS is designed to work in a peer-to-peer decentralised environment. Communication takes place in a direct fashion without an orchestrating
central entity. Furthermore, since the communication takes place in the context of
MANETS, GraphFS needs a communication model which is highly fault-tolerable
since disconnections and failures of peers are to be considered the norm rather
than the exception.
The distribution model of GraphFS rests on two research pillars within the field of
distributed system: actor-based communication and tuple-based communication.
GraphFS inherits serial execution, non-blocking communication and exclusive
state access from the actor-based communication and decoupling in space,time
and synchronisation from the tuple-based communication.

5.2.1

Actor-Based Languages

The actor model sets of with the idea to allow computational entities (i.e. threads,
functions, etc.) as actors that interact with each other via asynchronous message
passing. Each actor has a message queue which retains message sends by other
actors. Although the messages within an actor are processed synchronously, the
message passing itself is non-blocking which renders the actors themselves inherently concurrent. A logical consequence of this non-blocking behaviour is that
sending messages happens asynchronously.
The actor model as designed by (Hewitt, Bishop, & Steiger, 1973) was later
shifted from a functional programming context to an object-oriented context with
the active objects model by (Yonezawa, Briot, & Shibayama, 1986). This model
differentiates two kinds of objects: active objects and passive objects. The active
object can be seen as the actor in the original actor model. Tt acts as a concurrent entity which interacts with the outside world through its message queue.
A passive object is contained within an active object and can only communicate
synchronously with other passive object within that same active object. The advantage of this model is that passive objects can communicate synchronously and
data-race free with other passive objects in the same active object. the drawback,
however, is that passive objects are unable to communicate with other passive objects which are not in the same active object. Although active objects are able to
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communicate asynchronously between each other
This latter mentioned problem is solved by (Miller, Tribble, & Shapiro, 2005),
which introduces the event loop model in the context of the E programming language. The event loop model distinguishes two entities: actors (called vats) and
objects. As in the active objects model, two objects within the same vat can communicate synchronously. In event loop terminology, two objects residing in the
same vat have a near reference to each other. However, unlike the active objects
model, two objects residing in different vats are able to communicate with each
other. Indeed, each vat has a message queue which stores messages send between
objects. Messages are read by the vat and the appropriate method invocations are
called on the appropriate local object.
AmbientTalk (Dedecker, Van Cutsem, Mostinckx, D’Hondt, & De Meuter, 2006;
Van Cutsem, Mostinckx, Gonzalez Boix, Dedecker, & De Meuter, 2007) is a language designed at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel which enables programmers to
distribute applications in a peer-to-peer fault-tolerable fashion. AmbientTalk’s
concurrency model is based on the Actor model (Hewitt et al., 1973; Agha, 1986)
and resembles the event loop model which yields the following interesting concurrency properties (Van Cutsem, 2008):
Serial Execution The messages queued in a vat’s message queue are handled
one-by-one in a serial order. This property ensures that race conditions with
regards to the vat’s state are impossible.
Non-blocking communication all communication between vats happens in an
asynchronous fashion. This entails that a vat will never wait for a message
send to another vat to be processed in order to continue execution. This
property ensures that there can never be deadlocks between vats, since they
never wait for each other.
Exclusive state access A vat has exclusive access over its own state. This entails
that for vat a to change the state of vat b, the latter needs to send messages
“asking” a to change its state. Since vats never share state, and therefore
have no need for synchronisation and locking, this property further ensures
the non-existence of deadlocks and the race-condition free computations.
Figure 5.2 1 depicts the event loop concurrency model as implemented in AmbientTalk. Both rectangles depict the actors, while the blank circles are objects. In
the example object a wants to send a message to object b, which resides in another
actor (i.e. they hold a far reference to each other). The message is thus send by
a’s encompassing actor to b’s enclosing actor. The message is then queued in b’s
message queue.
1

http://soft.vub.ac.be/amop/at/tutorial/actors
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Figure 5.2: AmbientTalk’s actor model

Furthermore, AmbientTalk is an ambient-oriented programming language which
entails that it was designed for programmers to implement, in a straightforward
fashion, software that is to operate in the context of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks
(MANETS). These Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks have been defined by (Murphy et
al., 1998) as :
A transitory association of mobile nodes which do not depend upon
any fixed support infrastructure. [...] An ad-hoc network can be visualized as a continuously changing graph. Connection and disconnection is controlled by the distance among nodes and by willingness to
collaborate in the formation of a cohesive, albeit transitory community.
Concretely this entails that a ambient-oriented programming language must provide construct for programmers to deal with the following characteristics of MANETS
(Dedecker, 2005):
Connection Volatility A programmer needs the assurance that a task will execute correctly when faced with volatile connections. Since the connection
between peers is wi-fi based one cannot make any assumption about connection stability.
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Ambient Resources Remote resources are to be considered as ambient. That is,
they may go on-and offline at any given time. A phenomenon due to the
fact that clients can move in and out of range of said remote resource.
Autonomicity The lack of a central orchestrating entity entails that each entity
within the network has to be self-sufficient. That is, each entity has to be
computationally independent.
Natural Concurrency Unlike software developed for the traditional client/server
architecture, the aforementioned autonomicity principle entails that each
entity is able to perform computations independently from any other entity.
This renders software designed for MANETS inherently concurrent.
AmbientTalk allows programmers to hide the accidental complexities associated with distributed programming, more specifically the accidental complexities
associated with distributed programming in the context of MANETS. Concretely
this ease of programming MANETS is exemplified in Listing5.1. AmbientTalk
abstracts from the gritty network details and allows programmers to handle disconnections and re-connections in a fashion that is similar to Java’s exception
handling constructs.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

when: GraphFSVolume discovered: { |system|
//’’Regular’’ computation
whenever: GraphFSVolume disconnected: {
//Handling disconnection
};
whenever: GraphFSVolume reconnected: {
//Handling re-connection
};
};

Listing 5.1: Dealing with failures in AmbientTalk
We can conclude that AmbientTalk provides a good fit for GraphFS decentralised distributed needs. The use of AmbientTalk in building GraphFS peer-topeer distribution capabilities allows to inherit behaviour crucial to the success of
GraphFS as a step towards the next generation of (distributed) file systems. AmbientTalk empowers GraphFS by allowing users to share files in the hostile environment of MANETS while providing fault-tolerance. AmbientTalk’s non-blocking
communication, in particular, decouples users from each other. This feature is of
vital importance since users might move in and out of range of each other.
Furthermore, from a programmer’s point of view, AmbientTalk offers abstractions
which greatly simply the programming of such a fault-tolerant distributed file system and consequently the quality of said system.
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However, further abstractions are needed to satisfy all of GraphFS distribution
needs. Employing AmbientTalk as is would still engender a distribution model
in which peers are directly connected with each other. To this end, GraphFS will
combine features from AmbientTalk with tuple-based communication. In the following section we discuss this tuple model in detail.

5.2.2

Tuple-Based communication

The tuple space construct, also called the “Linda model” (Carriero & Gelernter,
1989), was originally designed as a “publish/subscribe”-like construct allowing
for inter-thread communication in a parallel program. It achieves this by employing a common ground, visible to al threads, namely the tuple space. Threads needing to communicate inject tuples into this tuple space. These tuples are objects
containing information. The major advantage of such a model is that it greatly
reduces coupling within a system. That is, messages in a traditional messagepassing system need to be implicitly be received by a receiver while a tuple needs
to be explicitly received (i.e. a tuple has no explicit receiver).
Re-shaping this model to be used by distributed applications results in a publish/subscribelike model which grants us the following attractive properties (Eugster, Felber,
Guerraoui, & Kermarrec, 2003):
Decoupling in space The parties interacting through the publishing service (i.e.
tuple space) are oblivious of each others existence. That is, the parties do
not hold explicit references to each other, nor do they know the number of
parties that are interacting with the system at any given time.
Decoupling in time Interaction can take place without both parties being activate
at the same moment in time. That is, a party can publish information to the
service without the subscriber being connected to the service. Conversely,
the subscriber might receive information which got published by a publisher
which is disconnected at receive time.
Syncrhonisation decoupling All communication happens asynchronously. This
has repercussions on the control flow of both parties. Namely, both parties
(i.e. publisher and subscriber) are able to publish and receive events, respectively, without having these actions interfere with the main control flow
of their program.
Conceptually such a tuple space model lifted to the plane of distributed applications would look as depicted in Figure5.3. Every device has a local tuple space, a
shared global tuple space allow them to read and write tuples over the network.
What follows is an overview of the relevant implementations of the Linda Model
for distributed programming.
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Figure 5.3: A conceptual representation of the distributed tuple space model

5.2.2.1

LIME

Linda in a Mobile Environment (LIME) (Picco, Murphy, & Roman, 1999) introduces the concept of a transiently shared tuple space. Every device has at least
one local tuple space, some of which might be private to the device (i.e. inaccessible to other devices). When devices are in range of each other, through an ad-hoc
network or by entering a certain wi-fi network for instance, their tuple spaces become mutually accessible. Concretely, upon detection (i.e. devices enter each
others connectivity range) tuple space information is exchanged atomically.
For instance, say that device a has a public tuple space tpsa containing the following tuples: {ta1 , ta2 , ta3 } and that device b has a public tuple space tpsb containing
the following tuples : {tb1 , tb2 }. As soon as a and b discover each other the two
tuple spaces tpsa and tpsb will have appeared to be merges. Device a will now be
able to perform operations on b’s tuples and conversely.
The aforementioned example where tuple spaces merge is called engagement in
LIME and is assured to be atomic for consistency reasons. Similarly, as soon as
device a and b move out of each other’s reach the will enter in a state of disengagement which will “un-merge” their tuple spaces. This later case is also assured
to be atomic by LIME.
LIME has a major drawback, namely that every tuple is considered to be owned
by exactly one device. This entails that actions on tuples can be considered to be
distributed transactions. Which, in practice, are renowned to be hard to implement
correctly (Coulouris, Dollimore, & Kindberg, 2005) .
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5.2.2.2

TOTA

The problem of tuple ownership is solved by a model proposed in (Mamei &
Zambonelli, 2004) named tuples on the air (TOTA). TOTA’s solution consists of
no longer appointing ownership of a tuple to a certain device, but rather enable
the tuples to roam the network freely through tuple replication. This entails that
the tuple propagates over the network by transferring itself between devices.
In TOTA tuples encompassed by two components, the first component being the
tuple’s content as was the case in LIME. However, a TOTA tuple also encompass
a propagation rule. This propagation rule defines the conditions under which a
tuple propagates from one tuple space to the next. A tuple’s scope (i.e. the contextual variables which might influence its propagation) encompasses the current
tuple space in which it resides. Furthermore, the scope also takes into account the
immediately neighbouring tuple spaces. Besides determining the tuple’s scope
the propagation rule also allows to dynamically change the tuple’s content as it
propagates.
The main issue with the TOTA model is that the propagation model relies on the
participation of each encountered tuple space. This could possibly engender two
problems (Scholliers, Boix, De Meuter, & D’Hondt, 2010): firstly forcing the active participation of all devices in the propagation of tuples could quickly flood
the network, secondly this forced participation may entail security issues caused
by the tuple’s ability to access all device information at each propagation.
5.2.2.3

TOTAM

The security and efficiency problems related to the TOTA model are solved by Tuples on the Ambient (TOTAM) (Gonzalez Boix, Scholliers, De Meuter, & D’Hondt,
2013). TOTAM extends the TOTA model by dynamically scoping the tuples
which improves effiency and security. Before entering a tuple space, the scoping rule attached to each tuple will determine whether the tuple should enter the
space or not. In doing so, TOTAM is able to avoid cluttering of the tuple space.
Furthermore, since the device publishing the tuple is able to determine who will
be able to read the publication, TOTAM alleviate the security issue in which tuples were visible to everyone.
Moreover, the scoping rules associated to each tuple are dynamic. This entails that
the scoping rule can change during the propagation of a tuple based on contextual
variables.
The security and efficiency characteristics of TOTAM make it an attractive distributed orchestration model for GraphFS. Furthermore TOTAM has been implemented in AmbientTalk which considerably lowers the coding effort upon integration with GraphFS.
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5.3

Federated Graph Space

The distribution model employed by GraphFS could be considered as a federated
graph space, with analogy to the federated tuple space (Mamei & Zambonelli,
2004) (see Section 5.2.2.3). The federated tuple space creates the illusion of a
shared tuple space between peers by exchanging tuple information between peers
while keeping the peers oblivious to this information exchange. Although each
peer has its own tuple space this allows peers to treat the shared tuple space as if
it were a physical entity.
The federated graph space, being built atop the federated tuple space, offers the
same conceptual interaction between peers. Namely a shared graph which is a
seemingly physical entity residing in the network. Moreover it also inherits the
decoupling properties that the federated tuple space exhibits, namely:
Decoupling in space The peers interacting with the federated graph are unaware
of each other’s existence. The interaction with other peers happens solely
through the federated graph. This feature enables users to abstract from
each other which entails lower coupling and better fault-tolerance.
Decoupling in time Peers do not need to be within network-range in order to
interact with the federated graph. A peer can use data added to graph by a
peer which is presently not connected, conversely peers can add data to the
graph without there being another peer explicitly needing that data at the
current moment in time.
Syncrhonisation decoupling All interaction with the federated graph happens
asynchronously. A direct consequence being that peers are able to interact
with local and remote data in parallel, effectively making them unaware of
the data’s locality on a user-level.
In its essence the federated graph space is an extensions of a users own system
which grants her straightforward access to remote data. Upon connecting to a
network the newly connected user’s graph gets merged with the federated graph
already present within the network. The federated graph contains the file information from each connected user. The data contained in the federated graph is
accessed by the peers as if it were local. When a user requests all files related
to file f she will not only receive the locally related files but also any remote file
which is considered to be related to f. The model completely abstracts the distributed functionality, to the point where the user does not have to deal with the
distinction between local and remote data. The model is shown in its conceptual
form in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: GraphFS’ distribution model

By relying on the federated graph space as its distribution model, GraphFS solves
the problems encountered previously by our collage-making user. Firstly the faulttolerance issues are greatly reduced, our user is able to see remotely related files
(i.e. pictures of her friends which are of interest to her collage) without the owning user being connected at that moment in time. Secondly she is able to quickly
browse related files without facing increasing difficulties when the number of her
connected friends increase. She simply states the kind of files she is interested
in (i.e. by requesting related files to the federated graph) after which the result
stream in. When a new friend joins in on the collage-session she automatically
receives any file information that could be of interest to her. Consequently our
user no longer has to deal with manually browsing for remotely related content
GraphFS provides a seamless integration between offline and online semantics.

5.4

Distributed BrowseIt!

In order to showcase this seamless integration between offline and online semantics offered by the federated graph space, this section details the distribution
model of BrowseIt!. As explained in Chapter 3.2, BrowseIt! is an application
built atop GraphFS which allows users to browse their GraphFS-formatted volumes. Again we discuss the use of the distributed version of BrowseIt! from
a user’s point of view, after which we detail the implications for programmers
by summarily discussing the implementation and the online semantics associated
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with a variety of API calls.

5.4.1

Using Distributed BrowseIt!

From a user’s point-of-view there is absolutely no difference in use between the
stand-alone version of BrowseIt! and its distributed counterpart. For the sake of
completeness we briefly summarise the stand-alone use of BrowseIt! using Figure
5.5.
(1) show the tags that are currently available in the system to express the semantic
value of files, (2) gives an overview of the rules that are currently active in the system, (3) exhaustively lists the files comprised within the system, (4) exhaustively
lists all files related to the file currently opened, (5) shows the tags describing the
currently opened file’s semantic value and (6) shows the current file’s data.
The functionality offered by the distributed version of Graphr is exactly the same

Figure 5.5: A screenshot of BrowseIt! being used

as its stand-alone counterpart. However, besides exhaustively listing all locally
related files , (4) now also contains the remotely related files. This entails that
files that are related to the current file but are present on a peer’s system are now
also available to the user. If a user would browse to such a remotely related file, it
automatically gets downloaded and added to the local file system. Consequently,
a user does not have to deal with the distinction between local and remote data.
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5.4.2

Programming BrowseIt! in GraphFS

From a programmer’s point of view the API remains virtually the same. No additional calls are needed to benefit from GraphFS’ inherent distribution model.
However, since the federated graph space is asynchronous in nature, any API call
explicitly returning a value was made asynchronous. For example, the API call
used to open a file returns the specified file’s content. Since this file can possibly be stored on a peer’s system, it is impossible to directly return the file’s
content. Consequently, the programmer has to provide callbacks when invoking
asynchronous methods which will notify the system as soon as a return value is
available.
The code shown in Listing 5.2 is an example of how these callbacks are used
within BrowseIt!. Where requesting related files for a given file is achieved by a
simple API call in the stand-alone version of BrowseIt! (see Listing 3.2), this now
requires the registering of a callback. This callback can be triggered by the system
if there are locally related files or whenever files are discovered on peer systems
which are considered to be related.
1

AsyncCallBack<ArrayList<File>> callback = new
AsyncCallBack<ArrayList<File>>(){

2

@Override
p u b l i c v o i d newResults(ArrayList<File>
relatedFiles){
relatedFrame.addContent(relatedFiles);
};

3
4

5
6
7

};

8
9
10
11
12
13

p u b l i c v o i d visualiseData(File current){
// ...
system.getAsyncRelated(current,callback);
// ...
};

Listing 5.2: Requesting related files in the distributed BrowseIt!
Furthermore, GraphFS supports “live queries” meaning that the callback will remain registered until explicitly stated otherwise. Concretely, unless the API call
stopRelated is invoked, the system will keep gathering all related files for a given
file. For instance a user is able to open two BrowseIt! windows and request the
related files for f1 and f2 simultaneously.
The mechanics enabling the discovery of remotely related files and enabling GraphFS’
support for “live queries” are further detailed in the following section.
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5.5

Graphs Distributed Model from a Programmer’s
Perspective

This section will provide an overview of the internal online semantics associated
with particular API calls. It is import to note that, since the distribution model
employed by GraphFS is asynchronous in its nature, all system calls which usually return values to the user are made asynchronous.
GraphFS provides distributed behaviour which is best described as “live queries”.
These live queries offer distributed reactive functionality in the context of queries.
For instance, when a user requests all related files for a given file f this request
will remain “live” until the user specifically states otherwise. This entails that the
system will continuously stream data to the requesting user, provided that this data
satisfies the user’s initial request.
Consider the example depicted in Figure 5.6 (a). User 1 requests all files related
to f1, since the federated graph does not contain any related files the result to this
request is null. However, after this initial request User 2 adds f3 which is related
to f1 (see Figure 5.6 (b)). Since GraphFS supports “live queries” (i.e. the original
request will be re-evaluated against the system’s new state) User 1 will receive the
newly added file f3 as a result to her original request.
The example shows us that, from the user’s point-of-view, the only change between GraphFS as a stand-alone application and a distributed application is the
fact that some system calls are now asynchronous. However, internally GraphFS
has to provide additional semantics for the system calls in order to provide the
illusion of one coherent federated graph space towards the user. What follows is
thus a description of the internal online semantics for the relevant system calls:
getTagged As mentioned earlier, all system calls which return data are made
asynchronous. In order to request all related files to a certain file f thus
requires the registering of a callback which will notify the requesting system of any acquired results (which can be local or remote results) or any
update on already acquired results. When a system creates a “is-tagged” request all peers are notified of this request. These peers are then able to reply
if any of their files are considered as being related to the file for which the
request was made. The acquired results to a “is-tagged” request are maintained by the requesting peers in order to efficiently be able to modify these
results as a result of other system calls which are detailed bellow.
getFileContent Requesting the content of a file is also an asynchronous operation. The reason behind this asynchronism is that the file, for which the
content is requested, might be remote in which case the content cannot be
returned to the user immediately. If the requested content belongs to a local
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Figure 5.6: GraphFS’ “live query” distributed behaviour

file, the file is opened from the local storage and the content is immediately
returned. However, the user could also request the content of a file that was
previously returned as a remotely related file. In this case the content of
the file is requested from the owning user. Upon receiving the remote content the file is stored locally in the requesting user’s system. Concretely all
replies to a “is-tagged” request are file headers which are not persisted in the
requesting peer’s system. It is only upon requesting the content of a file that
the file is “downloaded” and is considered to be distinct from the original
remote file. This entails that any change to the original file’s content is not
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reflected in the downloaded copy.
newFile As shown in the example depicted in Figure 5.6, adding a new file to
system a can have side-effects on any of a’s peer systems. When a adds a
new file, other peers are notified of this addition. It is then up to the peers
to determine whether the newly added file might be considered as the result
for a “live query”. If this is the case the peer system will be notified that a
new result to a “live query” has been received.
removeFile Removing a file has the precise opposite side-effect of adding a new
file. The moment system a removes a certain file f all peers are notified of
this removal. It is then up to the peers to check whether f was previously
returned as a result to a “is-tagged” request. If this is the case the peer
system is notified that the file is no longer available and that the file must
thus no longer be considered as a related file.
addFileTag When a tag is added to a certain file f, the adding system will notify
other peers of this addition. These peers will then check one of two things:
either f was already the result of a “is-tagged” request upon which the peer
system is notified that the result has to be updated with the new version of f
(i.e. f is now tagged by the new tag). If f was not a result to a “is-tagged”
request the peer system has to check whether that, by adding the new tag
to f, f could not possibly be a result to a running “live query”. This second
case is exemplified in Figure 5.7 for the sake of clarity. The system’s initial
state is shown in Figure 5.7 (a), User 1 requests the federated graph for all
files related to f1. Since there are none such related files the result to this
request is null. However, in Figure 5.7 (b) User 2 adds #tag1 to f2 which
entails that f2 is now considered to be related to f1. User 1 is thus notified
of this tag addition and will notice that f2 is a valid result to the request
pertaining to f1’s related files.
removeFileTag Removing the tag from a file engenders a side-effect which is
exactly opposite to the side-effect engendered by adding a tag to a file. The
system removing the tag notifies peers from the tag removal. The peers will
then check whether the file from which the tag has been removed is a result
to a “is-tagged” request. If this is the case the peer then checks whether
removing the tag would entail that the file is no longer to be considered as a
result to said request, removing the file from the results if this is the case or
simply updating the file if it is still considered to be a result. For example reconsider Figure 5.7, assuming Figure 5.7 (b) to be the distributed system’s
starting state. User 2 removes the #tag1 tag from f2, User 1 get notifies
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Figure 5.7: The side-effect on an distributed GraphFS-system (a) of adding a tag
to a file (b)

from this removal and notices that f2 is currently part of the result of a “istagged” request (i.e. f2 is related to f1). User 1 thus removes the tag from
f2 and proceeds to remove f2 from the result list since it is no longer related
to f1.
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5.6

Conclusion

In this chapter we detailed the distribution model employed by GraphFS. This
model allows GraphFS to operate fault-tolerantly in a decentralised fashion. In
order to tailor fit the needs of GraphFS, a novel distribution model called the federated graph space was introduced. Concretely these needs are the following:
fault-tolerant communication in the context of MANETS and the extension of file
relationships over the boundaries of local devices.
The federated graph space, which is based on AmbientTalk and the tuple space
model, allows users to communicate asynchronously with a federated graph comprising the data of individual peers. In doing so, GraphFS is able to decouple the
users from each other since all communication is done via the federated graph.
This not only improves fault-tolerance, but allows users to treat remote files as if
they were local. Concretely, users are able to browse the all remote data in the
same way they browse local data (i.e. by inspecting related files).
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Chapter 6
Validation
This chapter validates the research performed in the context of GraphFS. This
validation is partly comprised of the BrowseIt! application, which has been discussed in its stand-alone form in Chapter 3 and discussed in its distributed from in
Chapter 5. These two versions respectively validate GraphFS usability and functionality as a stand-alone and distributed file system.
This chapter details the validation of GraphFS persistence strategy through a series
of experiments which are aimed at empirically analysing the strategy’s behaviour
in different circumstances.
The remaining of this chapter is structures as follows: we start by demonstrating
how GraphFS’ memory mapping strategy improves on-disk data locality, afterwards we discuss the trade-off between locality and data displacement. We finalise
this chapter with a discussion on the efficiency of the strategy’s implementation
in the current version of GraphFS.

6.1

Improving Locality

As explained in Chapter 4, using a force directed layout algorithm (Fruchterman
& Reingold, 1991) should improve on-disk data locality between files that are
perceives as being semantically related. Concretely this entails that neighbouring
nodes in the graph should be reside substantially close on-disk than nodes that do
not share an edge.
In order to validate this assumption a series of tests were run which were specifically aimed at measuring the improvement in data locality as a result of running
our mapping strategy on an example GraphFS volume. A first visualisation of
this improvement is inspired on the work by (Pacher et al., 2011) and shown in
Figure 6.1. Each pixel represents a file, its colour is directly related to the distance between the represented file and all related files. The smaller the distance
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between the represented file and the related files, the greener the pixel is. Conversely, pixels that are more red than others indicate a greater distance between
the represented file and the related files. Blue pixels represent files that are not
related to any other file (i.e. neighbourless nodes).
Figure 6.1 (a) visualises the data locality before running the mapping strategy.

Figure 6.1: Visualising data locality before (a) and after (b) running GraphFS
memory mapping strategy

Each file is initially assigned to a random location on-disk. Although some files
are already closely mapped to other related files, it is clear that the majority of files
are in a locality-wise sub-optimal position. Figure 6.1 (b) depicts the on-disk layout after the strategy (i.e. the force-directed layout algorithm) has been run. One
clearly sees that the locality has greatly improved, although some pixels remain
red or dark green the majority of files now resides close to related files on-disk,
thereby reducing the seek latency upon reading this data.
In Chapter 4 we detailed the two governing forces in the force-direct layout,
namely attraction and repulsion. These two forces are excerpted upon the nodes
using the following two equations, where Equation 6.2 calculates the attraction
force on a node, given a attraction constant k, and Equation 6.1 calculates the repulsion on a node, given a repulsion constant ke :
|F | = ke

|q1 q2 |
r2

F = kX
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(6.1)
(6.2)

If our assumption, that force-directed layout enables GraphFS to improve data
locality between related files, is correct this would entail that lowering the attraction constant would negatively impact the data locality. Indeed by lowering the
attraction related files will attract each other less, thereby allowing the repulsion
force to drive them further apart than would be the case with a normal attraction
constant. Conversely, increasing the attraction constant should lead to improved
data locality since related files will attract each other with a greater force, thereby
reducing the on-disk distance between each other.
Figure shows the situation for which the attraction constant has been significantly
lowered. Especially in comparison with the before/after situation depicted in Fig-

Figure 6.2: Visualising data locality before (a) and after (b) running GraphFS
memory mapping strategy, using a low (i.e. 0.05) attraction constant

ure 6.1, one clearly sees that lowering the attraction constant has a significant
impact on the improvement on data locality attained by running the memory mapping strategy. For the sake of completeness the same experiment was run with a
high attraction constant in order to fully demonstrate the impact of attraction on
data locality, the resulting visualisation are shown in Figure 6.3. To summarise the
experiments detailed so far, consider Figure 6.4 which shows the relation between
attraction and data locality. Considering the important impact of the attraction
constant on data locality, one might conclude that maximising the attraction constant is favourable to render GraphFS as efficient as possible. However, as we
demonstrate in the following section, one also needs to take data displacement
into consideration before making such conclusions.
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Figure 6.3: Visualising data locality before (a) and after (b) running GraphFS
memory mapping strategy, using a high (i.e. 1) attraction constant

Figure 6.4: Increasing data locality by increasing the attraction constant. Error
bars indicate the 95% confidence interval for the average taken from a sample of
size 30. Each experiment was run using a GraphFS volume of size 512KB utilised
for 50% and containing 100 tags with an average of 1 tag per file.

6.2

The Trade-Off

In Chapter 4 we argued that in order to consider a graph serialisation algorithm
as efficient we need to take flexibility into account. Indeed, serialising a graph by
maximising data locality solely engenders a serialisation which is locality-wise
optimal but is too rigid. This rigidity has a negative impact on further use of the
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serialisation, since any change in the graph’s structure might entail considerable
data displacement (e.g. the addition of a new file might result in the need to shift
the entire dataset to accommodate the newly added data).
Following our discussion on the effects of the attraction constant on data locality,
we thus also need to take data displacement into consideration. Concretely this
entails that a trade-off needs to be made between data locality and data displacement. In order to showcase the need for this trade-off we conducted a series of
experiments for every graph-altering operation in GraphFS. For each operation we
measured the effect of the attraction constant on the engendered data displacement
and the effect of the operation itself on data displacement. Data displacement in
this context should be understood as the average amount of bytes that a single
file is displaced under the given circumstances. This displacement is given as a
percentage of the entire volume size, for example a displacement of 5 percent for
a volume of 5GB entails that on average each node is displaced 250MB.

6.2.1

Adding Files

Figure 6.5 shows the average displacement upon scaling the attraction constant.
As expected, a higher attraction constant engenders a significantly higher data
displacement. However, the data displacement increases earlier than expected.
Indeed it seems that, in order to lower the data displacement, one has to consider
choosing value for the attraction constant that lie within the [0, 0.1] interval. Beyond this interval the average displacement stabilises. The reason for this stabilisation is that, as the attraction grows, the files are already tightly packed on-disk.
This essentially leaves no room for further increases in displacement.
Figure 6.6 depicts the impact of adding files on the average displacement. In
order to assess the impact of adding files we measured the average displacement
for a gradually increasing amount of additions. The coverage indicates the percentage of the volume used after adding the files. As expected, an increase of file
additions leads to an increase in the average displacement per file. However, the
graph seems to indicate that a threshold level is achieved upon filling the volume
up to fifty percent. An explanation for this behaviour is that, as the volume gradually fills up, the amount of empty space available for the files to be displaced
diminishes.

6.2.2

Removing Files

Figure 6.7 depicts the influence of the attraction constant on the removal of files.
Analysing the data that resulted from the experiment, one can conclude that the
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Figure 6.5: Impact of the attraction constant on the displacement properties of file
addition. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval for the average taken
from a sample of size 10. At the start of each experiment a GraphFS volume
was filled up to 30% coverage, for each attraction constant this coverage was
increased until 50%. All experiments were run with a GraphFS volume of size
512KB containing 100 tags with an average of 1 tag per file.

Figure 6.6: Impact of scaling the addition operation on the average displacement.
Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval for the average taken from a
sample of size 30. At the start of each experiment a GraphFS volume of size
512KB was filled up to 10% coverage and containing 100 tags with an average of
1 tag per file. The attraction constant used for each experiment is 0.1.

displacement engendered by moving files is barely affected by the attraction constant. The reason for this insensibility is that as a file gets removed, it is either
related to other files or it is not. In the former case the effect on its related files is
minimal, the edges to all related file is simply removed. Whether there is a strong
attraction force or not, the removal of edges is clearly unaffected by this variance.
In the later case the file was unrelated to any other file, which entails that it is
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simply removed without directly affecting other files.
In Figure 6.8 one can see the results of the experiments aimed at assessing the

Figure 6.7: Impact of the attraction constant on the displacement properties of file
removal. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval for the average taken
from a sample of size 30. At the start of each experiment a GraphFS volume
was filled up to 80% coverage, for each attraction constant this coverage was
decreased until 30%. All experiments were run with a GraphFS volume of size
512KB containing 100 tags with an average of 1 tag per file.

impact of file removal on a GraphFS volume in terms of file displacement. The
displacement is in function of the volume’s coverage, in this particular case one
must interpret the coverage as the percentage of the volume’s space that is freedup as a consequence of the removal operation.
The graph clearly indicates that the removal of large quantities of files has a great
impact on the average displacement. This is due to the fact that removing large
quantities of files will free up a considerable amount of space in the volume, consequently nodes that were too close together but did not have the room to move
are now able to reach an equilibrium point.

6.2.3

Adding Rules

The scaling behaviour of rule addition in the face of increasing values for the attraction constant is depicted in Figure 6.9. As was the case for the addition of
files, the average displacement increases severely in the [0, 0.1] range. However,
in contrast with file addition, the average displacement dramatically decreases for
attraction values beyond this range.
The reason for this behaviour is that, as the attraction constant surpasses the aforementioned range, related files are already densely packed together. Consequently,
the addition of rules with a high attraction cannot impact the displacement as much
as was the case when the files were initially sparsely packed.
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Figure 6.8: Impact of scaling the removal operation on the average displacement.
Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval for the average taken from a
sample of size 30. At the start of each experiment a GraphFS volume of size
512KB was filled up to 100% coverage and containing 100 tags with an average
of 1 tag per file. The attraction constant used for each experiment is 0.1.

The impact of increasingly adding a number of rules into a GraphFS volume on

Figure 6.9: Impact of the attraction constant on the displacement properties of rule
addition. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval for the average taken
from a sample of size 30. At the start of each experiment a GraphFS volume
was filled up to 50% coverage containing 0 rules, for each attraction constant
two rules were added. All experiments were run with a GraphFS volume of size
512KB containing 100 tags with an average of 1 tag per file.

the average displacement is shown in Figure 6.10. Clearly, the number of rules
added to a volume does not influence the average displacement which remained
constant throughout the entirety of the experiment.
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Figure 6.10: Impact of scaling the rule addition operation on the average displacement. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval for the average taken from
a sample of size 30. At the start of each experiment a GraphFS volume was filled
up to 50% coverage. All experiments were run with a GraphFS volume of size
512KB containing 100 tags with an average of 1 tag per file.

6.2.4

Removing Rules

The experiments conducted in the context of the removal of rules yielded results
similar to the results of the experiments conducted in the context of the addition of
rules. Scaling the attraction constant results in an average displacement which decreases after the [0, 0.1] interval, furthermore the number of removed rules seems
to have no influence on the average displacement. The reasons for this behaviour
upon removing rules are the same as the one provided for the addition of rules and
will therefore not be repeated. The results from these experiments are presented
for the sake of completeness in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12.

6.3

Efficiency

We have shown in the previous section that the persistence strategy employed by
GraphFS allows to optimise data locality. Furthermore, the strategy is flexible
enough to lower data displacement. In this section we show that the strategy’s
implementation, namely a parallel implementation of the Barnes-Hut algorithm,
allows to efficiently run the strategy.
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Figure 6.11: Impact of the attraction constant on the displacement properties of
rule addition. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval for the average taken
from a sample of size 30. At the start of each experiment a GraphFS volume was
filled up to 50% coverage and containing 2 rules, for each attraction constant these
two rules were removed. All experiments were run with a GraphFS volume of size
512KB containing 100 tags with an average of 1 tag per file.

Figure 6.12: Impact of scaling the rule addition operation on the average displacement. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval for the average taken from
a sample of size 30. At the start of each experiment a GraphFS volume was filled
up to 50% coverage. All experiments were run with a GraphFS volume of size
512KB containing 100 tags with an average of 1 tag per file.

6.3.1

Experimental Set-Up

In order to benchmark the implementation’s efficiency we used the Wilma server
which was provided by the Software Languages lab at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel. Wilma is a linux server providing 16 Intel Xeon X5687 3.60 GHz CPU’s,
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each having a cache size of 12288 KB.

6.3.2

Experimental Results

Besides GraphFS’ need to rely on a persistence strategy which allows for data
locality while maintaining flexibility, there is also a need to efficiently implement
this persistence strategy. Indeed, as detailed in Chapter 4,
 the traditional force2
directed layout algorithm has a time complexity of O n . In order to improve
upon this complexity, the traditional algorithm was replaced
by the Barnes-Hut

algorithm which yields a time complexity of O nlog(n) . Although Barnes-Hut
provides a major improvement, we decided to parallelise the concrete implementation in order to further improve efficiency of the persistence strategy.
In order to showcase the three parallel implementation’s (see Chapter 4) strength
we conducted two experiments. The first experiment assess the speed-up exhibited by each implementation while the second implementation is aimed at assessing the implementation’s behaviour in the face of an increasing amount of files.
The results of the first set of experiments, which were aimed at measuring the
speed-up exhibited by the implementations, are shown in Figure 6.13. From our
discussion in Chapter 4 should follow that the nı̈ve implementation should be
outperformed by the load-balanced implementation which, in turn, should be outperformed by the implementation which respects data locality. Although this is
clearly the case, the difference in speed-up between the implementations is minimal. An explanation for this is Habanero’s (Cavé et al., 2011) built-in work
stealing/sharing scheduler which already provides load balancing and strives to
assign work to processing units while respecting data locality. However, the locality approach does outperform the other implementations which is the reason
why it used to serialise the underlying graph structure in GraphFS.
The results from the experiments showcasing the behaviour of the implementations upon scaling the amount of files are shown in Figure 6.14. For the sake
of clarity the scaling behaviour of a perfectly linear implementation was added
to the chart. The three implementations seem to exhibit similar behaviour which
is slightly worse than the behaviour of an implementation exhibiting linear behaviour. It is clear, however that all three implementations exhibit linear-like behaviour which was the reason for employing the Barnes-Hut algorithm.
One must note that the results shown in Figure 6.14 measured the time needed
to initialise a GraphFS volume with the given amount of files. Concretely, the
experiments measure the time needed to find a graph-equilibrium starting with a
random distribution of the given files. In order to asses GraphFS performance
regarding the addition of files to a volume already containing data we performed
another set of experiments. These experiments were specifically aimed at measuring the time needed to re-equilibrate a graph containing a given amount of files,
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Figure 6.13: Measuring speed-up for each implementation. Error bars indicate
the 95% confidence interval for the average taken from a sample of size 10. Each
experiment was run for a GraphFS volume of size 512KB filled up to 80% coverage containing 100 tags with an average of 1 tag per file. Each experiment was
run using an attraction constant of 0.1.

Figure 6.14: Initialisation time of a GraphFS volume. Error bars indicate the
95% confidence interval for the average taken from a sample of size 10. Each
experiment was run using an attraction constant of 0.1, 100 tags and an average of
1 tag per file.

after the addition of 1000 files. The results from these experiments are shown in
Figure 6.15. For the sake of clarity a linear scaling has been added to the results.
It is clear that GraphFS persistence strategy allows for almost complete linear
scaling upon addition of files to an already initialised volume. One must further
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note that the time needed to re-equilibrate the graph is order of magnitudes lower
than the time needed to initially find the graph’s initial equilibrium (e.g. finding the initial equilibrium for a graph containing 20.000 files takes 100.000ms on
average, while re-equilibrating a graph containing 20.000 files upon addition of
1000 files takes 600ms on average).

Figure 6.15: Time needed to achieve graph equilibrium after addition of 1000
files. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval for the average taken from
a sample of size 10. Each experiment was run using an attraction constant of 0.1,
100 tags and an average of 1 tag per file.

6.4

Conclusion

The experiments and accompanying results detailed in this chapter allow us to
validate distinct properties of GraphFS’ persistence strategy. Firstly, employing
the force-directed layout algorithm allows to translate the relations between files
to on-disk locality. Secondly, the persistence strategy allows for a memory mapping which is flexible enough to avoid large data displacements upon changes in
the system’s state. Thirdly, by employing Barnes-Hut algorithm, and parallelising
the implementation, we are able to run the persistence strategy in an efficient and
scalable fashion.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
With the advances made regarding semantic data on the web the gap between how
we deal with online data and local data is increasingly widening. While we are
growing accustomed to valuing data on the web based on its content, or semantic
value, this change in mindset has not yet percolated to local data.
When browsing the web for information we are not only used to solicit search
engines that enable information lookup through keywords indicating the content
of the sought-after information, we are used to be handed the information on a
silver platter. YouTube, for example, suggests video content based on an estimate
of a user’s taste.
However, mainstream file systems mostly organise files based on their locality
within a hierarchy. This entails that browsing as well as searching is done by
extensively skimming the system’s hierarchy. Moreover, although access to networks are becoming ever so prevalent, sharing data between traditional file systems (i.e. local to the computer) is done through the use of external application
(e.g. mailing, dropbox).
This dissertation advocates the first steps towards, what we believe, is the next generation of file systems. These file systems will not only provide users the ability
to local data based on content rather than locality, but also incorporate extensive
fault-tolerant distribution functionality.
To this end, we present GraphFS a peer-to-peer graph-based distributed file system
which introduces several novel concepts aimed at supporting the next generation
of file systems. GraphFS’ innovative model steps away from the traditional tree
structure and employs a graph structure instead. This graph structure provides
user with a multi-dimensional way to structure their data based on content. Moreover, GraphFS exploits the semantic information provided by the user to enhance
storage performance. Furthermore, GraphFS provides fault-tolerant distribution
of files to be shared in a peer-to-peer way through a novel distribution model, the
federated graph space. This distribution model allows GraphFS to blur the lines
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between online and offline behaviour, thereby incorporating decentralised distribution of files into its core features.
This dissertation proposes three research question around which the conducted
research was centred:
RQ. 1 In the context of a graph-based file system, how do we not only maintain
but also improve on traditional file system functionality ?
RQ. 2 Given a graph comprised of a system’s data, how does one efficiently serialise said graph by translating in-graph locality to on-disk locality ?
RQ. 3 How can we provide highly fault-tolerant distributed functionality in the
context of MANET’s, while maintaining transparency towards the user.
In order to improve on traditional file system, we designed and implemented
a novel file system called GraphFS. This file system provides more expressive
mechanisms to define relationships between files.
Efficiently serialising this graph structure was achieved through the use of the
force-directed layout algorithm (Fruchterman & Reingold, 1991). This solution
allows GraphFS to enforce a translation from in-graph locality to on-disk locality
while maintaining flexibility within the serialisation. Furthermore, GraphFS provides for an efficient serialisation of the graph structure by incorporating a parallel
implementation (J. P. Singh et al., 1995) of the Barnes-Hut algorithm (Barnes &
Hut, 1986).
Fault-tolerance in a distributed context is achieved through the federated graph
space, a novel distribution model based on the tuple space model (Carriero &
Gelernter, 1989). The federated graph space allows GraphFS users share files
with one another in a indirect fashion, blurring the distinction between local and
remote data.
In the following section, we further discuss our approach in relation to each research question. Afterwards, we discuss the experimental results acquired through
the experiments detailed in Chapter 6. Following this discussion we provide an
overview of the contributions offered by this dissertation as well as present possible directions of future work. Finally, we conclude this chapter and dissertation
as a whole.

7.1

Our Approach

We approached the three aforementioned research question by designing and implementing a novel file system, GraphFS, which provides an answer to each question. Although the solution provided by GraphFS are all integrated within the
system itself we detail each solution separately for the sake of clarity.
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7.1.1

GraphFS

As detailed in Section 1.2, an issue with traditional file systems is that they are
limited in their ability to represent relationships between files. The traditional
two-dimensional tree structure is the culprit of this issue by only allowing files to
be organised in a folder/sub-folder hierarchy.
We tackled this problem with a bottom-up approach which resulted in a novel
graph-based file system called GraphFS. This bottom-up approach allowed us to
solve the problems, incurred by relying on tree structures, on a user-level as well
as on a persistence level which we will discuss in the following section.
By representing a file hierarchy in the form of a graph, GraphFS exhibits multidimensional classification possibilities which allow users to declare relationships
between files based on their content.
In the current version of GraphFS, users specify a file’s semantic value through a
built-in tagging system. Upon addition of a file to the system, users state through
a set of tags what the file represents to them. These file tags are then used by the
system, to infer which files are considered to be related, by comparing the tag-set
for two given files. Allowing for the declaration of a file’s semantic value through
tagging is not only a straightforward solution to relate files to each other in a local
context, but it also provides advantages upon the distribution of files which we
will discuss later in this chapter.
Besides offering semantic functionality on a user-level, GraphFS also exploits this
semantic data for persistence of the data comprised in the system.

7.1.2

GraphFS’ Persistence

In contrast with traditional file system, GraphFS has the possibility to exploit userdefined semantic information to persist data in a manner which optimises seek
latency between related files. In traditional file systems, the blocks comprising
a file’s data are maintained in close proximity on-disk in order to minimise seek
latency. GraphFS minimises seek latency between related files by packing related
files close together on-disk.
However, successfully achieving this translation from in-graph locality to on-disk
locality begets the solution to a threefold problem. First, the multi-dimensional
graph needs to be serialised onto the one-dimensional storage memory. Second,
this serialisation must be flexible enough to allow for the addition of subsequent
data without resulting in system-wide data displacements. Third, serialisation
must be completed in a time-efficient manner.
GraphFS tackles these problems by using the force-directed layout algorithm, as
described in Section 4.2.1. Commonly used for aesthetically drawing graphs, the
force-directed layout allows to model a graph as a dynamic system in which nodes
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that do not share edges repulse each other while connected nodes excerpt mutually attractive forces. This algorithm is employed in GraphFS to compute a graph
serialisation that respects in-graph locality while leaving room for additional data,
thereby avoiding high data displacement rates upon changes in the system’s state.
Furthermore, our implementation employs Barnes-Hut for an efficient computation of a graph’s serialisation. Additional steps towards efficiency were further
undertaken through the parallelisation of the Barnes-Hut implementation as described in Section 4.3.

7.1.3

GraphFS’ Distribution Model

GraphFS’ need for a novel distribution model stems from two requirements. First,
the model should provide fault-tolerant sharing of files in a decentralised way.
Second, the model should be devised in such a way that the user is oblivious to
the distinction made between local and remote files.
The model introduced in GraphFS, which meets both these requirements, is the
federated graph space (see Chapter 5). This model, based on the tuple space
(Carriero & Gelernter, 1989), allows peers to interact with each other with what
seems to be a graph residing “within” the network. To the user, this “network”
graph appears to comprise the peers’ data. This federated graph space exhibits
behaviour which allows for fault-tolerant communication: decoupling in time, decoupling in space and synchronisation decoupling (Eugster et al., 2003).
The time-decoupling property allows for peer’s to interact each other without requiring each other’s presence at the time of communication. The space-decoupling
property of the federated graph space ensures that the peers are unaware of each
other’s existence, forcing them to exclusively interact through the federated graph.
Finally the synchronisation decoupling entails that all communication with the
federated graph happens asynchronously.
Besides exhibiting properties facilitating decentralised communication, the federated graph space blurs the line between local and remote data. Since the data of
each peer connected to the network is conceptualised as a graph, each peer is able
to interact with the federated graph as if it were part of its own system.

7.2

Validation

In order to showcase the validity of our solutions to the research questions, we
conducted three sorts of experiments validating each research question in this dissertation.
The validation of RQ. 1 is given in the form of the browsing application, BrowseIt!
(see Section 3.2), built atop GraphFS. BrowseIt! showcases GraphFS’ features on
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two levels. First, it shows that GraphFS allows for extensive semantic functionality on a user-level. Using X, a user is able to add/remove files from a GraphFS
volume and browse this volume. As opposed to browsing in traditional system
which is achieved through browsing by locality, BrowseIt! allows users to browse
their files through semantics. For a given file a user is simply presented with a list
of related files (i.e. neighbouring nodes in the graph) out of which she can select
the next file to inspect (i.e. follow the edge in the graph). Second, it shows that
GraphFS’ API enables developers to build applications which exploit GraphFS
functionality without having to deal with the burden of maintaining the inter-file
relationships.
The validation of RQ. 2, discussed in detail in Chapter 6, is achieved through a
series of benchmarks which were aimed at measuring the following three characteristics of GraphFS’ persistence strategy: data locality, data displacement and
efficiency. The strategy’s performance with regard to data locality was analysed
through the scaling of parameters related to the force-direct layout algorithm.
These experiments revealed that GraphFS is able to ensure virtually arbitrary data
locality. In order to assess the impact of higher data locality on data displacement,
a set of experiments were conducted analysing how data locality influences data
displacement in the context of various GraphFS-operations. Finally, the strategy’s
efficiency was validated by measuring time complexity under different circumstances.
RQ. 3 was validated by the implementation of a distributed version of BrowseIt!
(see Section 5.4). This distributed version of BrowseIt! showcases the benefits of
employing the federated graph space as distribution model. BrowseIt allows for
fault-tolerant browsing of remote data by exploiting GraphFS’ live query system.
More concretely, a user is able to browse through related files, be them local or
remote, without having to wait for possible responses from the federated graph.
X simply notifies the federated graph of the user’s browsing requests, while the
user is able to continue browsing. X is notified by the federated graph as soon
as the data is available again. Furthermore, the user is unaware of the distinction
between local and remote data while browsing. The user browses his local system
while the list of related files, for the file currently under inspection, can contain
both local as well as remote files.

7.3

Limitations and Future Work

GraphFS allows users to inform the system of a file’s value through the means of
a tagging system. In order to provide additional expressiveness atop this tagging
system, we provide tag rules which allow to declare the equality between tags.
Although this system has proven its use in our validation scenarios, it leaves room
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for improvement.
This improvement can emanate from a low and high level. A possible technical
low-level improvement consists of inferring the appropriate tags for a given file
based on the file’s content. Using data mining and machine learning techniques,
GraphFS could infer the semantic value of a file. This would greatly enhance the
precision of relationships between files within a GraphFS volume, thereby greatly
improving the storage optimisations. A possible high-level improvement would
be to employ ontology engineering (Spyns, Meersman, & Jarrar, 2002; Mizoguchi
& Ikeda, 1998) to declare and exploit relationships between files. In its current
state, GraphFS can be considered to be a rudimentary ontological system which
provides a single relation (i.e. “is related”) between files that share a common
attribute (i.e. a tag). This current system could further be expanded to support
user-defined relations and by allowing for multiple user-defined attributes per file.

7.4

Contributions

The research conducted in the context of this dissertation has brought forth three
concrete contributions. The first contribution is situated in the field of file systems
and consists of a full-fledged graph-based file system called GraphFS. This file
system introduces a novel graph-based structure to materialise the file hierarchy.
In contrast to traditional file systems, GraphFS offers the possibility to create a file
hierarchy based on the semantic values of files, rather than their locality. GraphFS
employs a tagging system allowing users to declare a file’s semantic value.
The second contribution lies in the field of data storage efficiency and consists
of a serialisation strategy for persisting graph structures on-disk, translating ingraph locality to on-disk locality. This locality respecting serialisation is achieved
through a novel force-directed algorithm. It also enables GraphFS to treat a
graph as a dynamic system consisting of gravitational entities (nodes) and springs
(edges) which auto-regulates itself. Furthermore, this strategy was efficiently implemented by integrating the Barnes-Hut version of the force-directed layout algorithm.
The third contribution lies in the field of distributed, peer-to-peer, file systems and
consists of a novel distribution model. This model, called the federated graph
space, conceptually allows peers to communicate solely with what seems to be
a virtual graph comprising each peer’s data. Besides offering attractive faulttolerance properties, this model allows peers to treat remote graph-data as if they
were local.
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Appendix A

A.1

UNIX Family

The family of file systems based on the Unix file system is comprised of, amongst
others, Linux’s ext-family and Mac’s HFS. As for the FAT family, we will discuss
the major concepts shared by all members of the UNIX family.
A general layout of a UNIX volume is depicted in FigureA.1. A UNIX formatted
volume consists of four high level components: the boot block, super block, inode
list and the data blocks. The boot block, as with the FAT family, contains metadata about the volume itself (i.e. the volume label, size of the volume, etc.). The
super block contains administrative data such as the list of free data blocks, the
list of free inodes, etc. . Finally the data blocks contain the system’s actual data,
the role the inodes play in the system is detailed below.
The structure playing a central role in all UNIX-based file systems is the inode.

Figure A.1: Layout of a UNIX formatted volume
An inode (index node) is a single block which contains meta-data about a certain file or directory (which is a “special” kind of file). This meta-data contains,
amongst others, a file’s size, pointers to the blocks containing its data, etc. A visualisation of such an inode can be seen in FigureA.2.
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Besides the meta-data an inode also contains the pointer to a file’s data blocks.
These are the direct pointers, which an inode usually (i.e. in current systems) has
twelve of. However, if the file is larger than twelve blocks, the inode provide indirect pointers which allow to address all the blocks for larger files. As shown in
FigureA.2 the inode has three indirect pointers who provide an indirection layer
by means of a block containing pointers to the file’s actual data blocks, or other
pointer blocks depending on the indirection level. The use of inodes in the or-

Figure A.2: Layout of an inode
ganisation of the system is exemplified in FigureA.3. FigureA.3 (a) depicts the
structure of our example system, besides the root node we have two directories
(foo and bar) which contain foo1.txt, foo2.txt and bar1.txt and bar2.txt respec128

tively.
FigureA.3 (b) depicts the inode structure which enables the retrieval of data from
our system. Directories are “special” files in UNIX that associate file names with
inode numbers. The root directory’s on-disk position is static and known at format time, in this example we will assume that our root directory file is located in
block 1. The root directory allows us to retrieve the inode numbers of the foo and
bar directories , number two and three respectively. The inodes, in turn, allow us
to lookup the block of data containing the foo and bar directories. Having looked
up our foo and bar directories we are now able to lookup the inode number to the
files they both contain, and consequently the corresponding data blocks.
Do note that although the system is comprised of four files, there are only three
inodes shown in FigureA.3. Indeed, UNIX allows a file to have multiple names
spread out over possibly multiple directories. This feature is possible through the
fact that file names are not considered to be identifying (i.e. part of the meta-data),
instead the inode number if identifying. The case in which an inode has multiple
associated file names is called hard linking in UNIX terminology.

A.2

NTFS

NTFS is Microsoft’s successor to the FAT family of file systems. Its goal is to
provide better fault tolerance, extendibility, disk space utilisation, etc. We will
focus on NTFS’ main philosophy, starting by an overview of a NTFS-formatted
hard drive shown in FigureA.4. The boot block contains meta-data about the volume itself, the master file table or MFT is the heart of the system and is explained
below. Finally, the data area contains the files actual data.
NTFS’ philosophy is to consider al system entities (i.e. files and directories) as
being meta-data stored in the MFT. Furthermore, all information related to files
and directories is considered as being part of the file or directories attributes. A
file’s data, for instance, is part of the data attribute. This enables NTFS to be
highly extensible, one could for instance add security features to NTFS by specifying additional custom attributes for files.
In general NTFS will try to maintain as much data in the MFT as possible. This
entails that small files and directories are stored entirely inside the MFT which is
a large table containing entries being either files or directories. However, should
a file become to large to be stored in the MFT, the data attribute of said file will
no longer contain the actual data but rather a linked list comprised of the file’s
data blocks. The same goes for large directories, when they overgrow the maximum size of an MFT entry the directory entries are no longer directly stored in the
MFT itself. Instead, the MFT entry will now contain a b-tree which has pointers
to blocks containing the actual directory entries.
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Figure A.3: Conceptual UNIX system

A.3

API

Besides offering high-level user functionality, GraphFS also provides an API allowing its functionality to be embedded in software. This section will detail the
API and its accompanying semantics in the context of a stand-alone application.
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Figure A.4: Layout of a NTFS-formatted volume

There is no clear distinction between the offline and online API, however the semantics change depending on the context.
GraphFS has been entirely implemented in Java, it is thus important to note that
GraphFS is a virtual file system. That is, it does not comprise any kernel-level
code enabling it to actually read and write from physical storage. Instead, it abstract from the hardware by reading and writing in a block fashion to regular files.

A.3.1

System Functionality

GraphFS’ API offers three high-level methods through which programmers can
set-up a volume. As noted earlier, GraphFS is a virtual file system. In the context
of the system’s functionality this entails that Device abstraction class is provided
which reads and writes blocks to a standard file. For the sake of clarity its API
is shown in ListingA.1, however the API is private to GraphFS. At construction
time the path to a file is given to the device in order to persistently read and write
data. Reading and writing happens on a per-block basis using the readBlock and
writeBlock methods.
1

p u b l i c Device(String path);

2
3

p u b l i c b y t e [] readBlock( l o n g offset, i n t blockSize);

4
5

p u b l i c v o i d writeBlock( l o n g offset, b y t e [] block);

Listing A.1: Device abstraction
The signature of the three system methods is shown in ListingA.2. The methods
have the following semantics:
format Given a device, format will set-up a blank GraphFS volume labelled with
label of size deviceSize. Furthermore the user is able to specify the block
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size with the blockSize argument. After formatting the given device is ready
for use by GraphFS.
mount Mounting a GraphFS-formatted device loads the meta-data in-memory. It
is important to note that only meta-data is loaded in-memory. This entails
that the graph representing the system’s data is loaded in, not the actual
underlying file data.
unMount Un-mounting a GraphFS-formatted device will cause a memory-flush
to the storage associated to said device. Concretely this entails that the
system’s meta-data is updated on-disk, furthermore the memory mapping
which serialises the data-graph is calculated and used to write down updated
data. Consequently, GraphFS does not provide fault-tolerance in the case
that a volume isn’t properly un-mounted. Providing fault-tolerance in those
cases would take us outside the scope of this dissertation.
1

p u b l i c v o i d format(Device dev, String l a b e l , l o n g
deviceSize, i n t blockSize);

2
3

p u b l i c v o i d mount(Device dev);

4
5

p u b l i c v o i d unMount();

Listing A.2: System functionality

A.3.2

File Functionality

The part of the API concerning file-related functionality is shown in ListingA.3.
The behaviour associated with each method is as follows:
newFile Creating a new file returns the unique identifier associated to this newly
created file. Besides the file name, one also has to provide the file’s content
and list of associated tags. These last two might initially be left null. Upon
creation GraphFS will make sure that the file is correctly related to already
existing files. Concretely the tags provided at construction time will be used
to determine the new file’s position in the underlying graph.
removeFile Given an identifier this method will remove the identified file from
the system. GraphFS will ensure that all relations with other files are subsequently removed.
addFileTag This method allows users to add tags to file after insertion of the
aforementioned in the system. Any possible impact on the graph struc132

ture (i.e. the derivation of new relationships with other files) is handled by
GraphFS.
removeFileTag Removes the specified tag from the set of tags associated with
the specified file. Like addFileTag, any impact on the graph structure (i.e.
nullification of relationships with other files) is subsequently handled.
getFile Returns the file object associated with the given identifier which can consequently be used to inspect the file’s meta-data.
hasFile Returns true or false depending whether a file can be found that bears the
given identifier.
getRelated This method is used to browse through the system. Given a file identifier a list of related files is returned. In graph terminology these related
files are the current file’s neighbours. Recursively calling this method on
one of the returned files allows a user to browse through the system (i.e.
walk through the graph).
openFile Until this method is called, given an identifier, a file object contains only
meta-data about the file. Calling the openFile method will cause GraphFS
to load the file’s actual content from the device.
getFileContent Following a call to openFile, this method returns a file’s content
in the form of a byte array.
listAllFiles Returns a list containing all the file objects in the system (i.e. all the
graph’s nodes).
isRelated Given two files this method will return true of false depending on
whether the files are considered to be related (i.e. they are neighbours in
the underlying graph).
getRelationWeight Returns an integer indicating the level of relatedness between
two files. The scale of relatedness starts at zero (i.e. the files are unrelated)
and increases by a factor of one for every tag the two files have in common
(with respect to the tag rules present in the system).
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1

p u b l i c i n t newFile(String fileName, b y t e [] content,
ArrayList<Integer> tagIds);

2
3

p u b l i c removeFile( i n t id);

4
5

p u b l i c v o i d addFileTag( i n t fileId, i n t tagId);

6
7

p u b l i c v o i d removeFileTag( i n t fileId, i n t tagId);

8
9

p u b l i c File getFile( i n t fileId);

10
11

p u b l i c b o o l e a n hasFile( i n t fileId);

12
13

p u b l i c ArrayList<File> getRelated( i n t fileId);

14
15

p u b l i c v o i d openFile( i n t fileId);

16
17

p u b l i c b y t e [] getFileContent( i n t fileId);

18
19

p u b l i c v o i d closeFile( i n t fileId);

20
21

p u b l i c ArrayList<File> listAllFiles();

22
23

p u b l i c b o o l e a n isRelated(File f1,File f2);

24
25

p u b l i c i n t getRelationWeight(File f1,File f2);

Listing A.3: File functionality

A.3.3

Tag Functionality

The methods provided by the API concerning tag-related functionality is shown
in ListingA.4. The semantics for these methods are as follows:
newTag Adds a new tag with a given value to the system which can consequently
be used to describe file semantics. The identifier associated with said tag is
returned in order to further access the tag.
getTag Given an identifier this method return the tag object.
tagExists Depending on whether the given identifier is associated with a tag in
the system this methods return true or false.
removeTag Removing a tag t entails that it will be removed from the list of applicable tags. Furthermore GraphFS ensures that all files tagged with t are
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updated to reflect the change. Concretely this removes the relationships
between all files tagged with t.
getTags This method returns all tag objects known to the system in the form of a
list.
1

p u b l i c i n t newTag(String value);

2
3

p u b l i c Tag getTag( i n t tagId);

4
5

p u b l i c b o o l e a n tagExists( i n t tagId);

6
7

p u b l i c v o i d removeTag( i n t tagId);

8
9

p u b l i c ArrayList<Tag> getTags();

Listing A.4: Tag functionality

A.3.4

Rule Functionality

The API provides additional functionality regarding to tags in the form of rules.
The signature of the provided methods are shown in ListingA.5 while the semantics are described bellow.
newRule Adding a new rule to the system by providing the identifier of t1 and t2
will force GraphFS to consider all files tagged by t1 and t2 to be related (i.e.
they will become neighbours within the graph). All subsequent additions of
files or tagging of files will respect the newly added rule.
removeRule Removing a rule will exactly reverse the effect the rule has had on
files within the system. Concretely this entails that relationships put in place
through the removed rule will be unbound.
hasRule Returns true or false depending on whether the tags play a roles in the
same rule.
getDependentFiles There is a subtle difference between a file being tagged by
tag t or a file depending on t. We say that a file f is tagged by t if t appears
in f ’s tag set. We say that f depends on t if f is tagged by t or if f is tagged by
a tag t’ which plays a role in a rule with tag t. For instance, in the example
depicted by Figure1.5, the file ShortBoard.jpg is tagged by #Surfing but is
dependent on #Surfing and #WaterSport since there is a role present in the
system linking #WaterSport to #Surfing. The method getDependentFiles
thus returns all files depending on the given tag.
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isDependent This methods returns true or false depending on whether the given
file depends on the given tag.
1

p u b l i c v o i d newRule( i n t tagId1, i n t tagId2);

2
3

p u b l i c v o i d removeRule( i n t tagId1, i n t tagId2);

4
5

p u b l i c b o o l e a n hasRule( i n t tagId1, i n t tagId2);

6
7

p u b l i c ArrayList<Integer> getDependentFiles( i n t tagId);

8
9

p u b l i c b o o l e a n isDependent( i n t tagId, i n t fileId);

Listing A.5: Rule functionality
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